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May 7, 1993 
Clemson, South Carolina 
For your convenience , a First Aid station staffed by a Registered Nurse is located at Portal 0. 
Littlejohn Coliseum is equipped with a fire alarm evacuation system. In the event of activation 
as noted by sustained horns and flashing strobe lights - please proceed to the closest available 
exit. Remain outside the building until fire officials deem the building safe to re-enter. 
No smoking is permitted in the seating area of Littlejohn Coliseum. Cigarette receptacles are 
provided around the outer concourse. 
You are requested to refrain from loud expressions of pleasure for individual graduates. Such 
expressions frequently detract from the recognition due the next graduate in line. 
Your cooperation is respectfully but urgently requested . 
9:30a.m. 
Graduation 
Friday, May 7, 1993 
Littlejohn Coliseum 
ORDER OF CEREMONIES 
2:30p.m. 
(Audience will please stand as faculty and candidates march in and 
remain standing for the invocation) 
Invocation 
Michael Dowling, Student Representative 
Terri Kenely, Student Representative 
Introduction of Trustees 
President Max Lennon 
Recognition of the Deans of the Colleges 
Provost J. Charles Jennett 
Conferring of Degrees and Delivery of Diplomas 
President Max Lennon 
Recognition and Presentation of Awards 
Norris Medal 
Faculty Scholarship Award 
Alumni Master Teacher Award 
Frank W. Breazeale, Organist 
Kevin Davidson, Soloist 
Dr. John H. Walker, University Marshal 
BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
Billy L. Amick, Chairman -------------------------- Batesburg 
J. J. Britton, Vice Chairman -------------------------- Sumter 
Louis P. Batson, Jr. ------------------------------ Greenville 
W. G. Deschamps, Jr. ---------------------------- Bishopville 
Lawrence M. Gressette, Jr. ------------------------- Columbia 
Harold D. Kingsmore ---------------------------------- Aiken 
Louis B. Lynn ------------------------------------ Columbia 
Thomas B. McTeer, Jr. ----------------------------- Columbia 
Buck Mickel ------------------------------------- Greenville 
Philip H. Prince ------------------------------ Pawleys Island 
Joseph D. Swann --------------------------------- Greenville 
Allen P. Wood ------------------------------------- Florence 
Trustees Emeriti 
Fletcher C. Derrick, Jr. --------------------------- Charleston 
William N. Geiger, Jr. ------------------------------ Columbia 
Paul W. McAlister ---------------------------------- Laurens 
Paul Quattlebaum, Jr. ---------------------------- Charleston 
James C. Self ----------------------------------- Greenwood 
D. Leslie Tindal ---------------------------------- Pinewood 
James M. Waddell, Jr. ------------------------------ Beaufort 
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICERS 
Max Lennon ______________________ President 
J. Charles Jennett _________________ Provost and Vice President 
for Academic Affairs 
Manning N. Lomax ________________ Vice President for 
Administration and 
Secretary of the Board 
of Trustees 
Milton B. Wise ____________________ Vice President for 
Agriculture and Natural 
Resources 
David R. Larson __________________ Vice President for 
Business and Finance 
Gary A. Ransdell __________________ Vice President for 
Institutional Advancement 
G. Jay Gogue ______________________ Vice President for Research 
Almeda Jacks ____________________ Vice President for Student 
Affairs 
The Academic Procession 
The Academic procession is composed of the faculty, staff, officers, Trustees, and honored 
guests of the University. Faculty enter by college and each college is preceded by its mar-
shal, a senior faculty member, with the college baton, described under University Regalia. 
Following the marshal is the college banner bearer. Each banner is a combination of 
colors that declare the disciplines taught in that college. These colors, which were estab-
lished by the American Council on Education, are as follows: 
College Colors Discipline 
Agriculture Maize Agriculture 
Architecture Brown Fine Arts 
Lilac Architecture 
Commerce & Industry Copper Economics 
Drab Business 
Education Light Blue Education 
Engineering Orange Engineering 
Forest & Recreation Russet Forestry 
Resources Sage Green Recreation Education 
Liberal Arts Dark Blue Philosophy 
White Letters & Humanities 
Cream Social Science 
Library Lemon Library 
Nursing Apricot Nursing 
Sciences Golden Yellow Sciences 
Staff Purple & Orange Academic Support 
Collegiate faculty follow their banner in order of academic rank wearing academic cos-
tumes of medieval origin. Those who have received their degrees from institutions outside 
the United States wear costumes specified by the awarding institutions. 
The academic costumes of faculty whose degrees are from United States' institutions are 
specified by a uniform code maintained by the American Council on Education. Caps are 
black and are usually mortar boards with tassels. Doctors of Philosophy wear gold tassels 
usually of metallic thread; other degrees wear black or discipline colors. 
The bachelors' gown is simple and black with long, pointed sleeves. Masters' gowns, also 
black, are longer than bachelors. Older gowns have sleeves that terminate at the elbow while 
those since 1960 have sleeves extended to the wrist. Doctors' gowns are full , with bell-like 
sleeves. The front is marked by velvet panels and the sleeves are marked by three velvet 
bars. While most gowns are black with black velvet, one variation is to replace black velvet 
with velvet in the discipline color. A second variation is a colored gown usually of the univer-
sity's colors. 
All hoods specify the level of degree, the discipline studied and the awarding institution. 
First, degree level is signified by the size of the hood with bachelors' smallest, masters' lar-
ger, and doctors' quite large and of a different shape. Clemson does not award hoods to 
bachelors. The width of the velvet trim also conveys the degree. Secondly, the discipline is 
indicated by the color of the trim edging the hood to form the throat over the gown. Finally, 
the color of the hood's lining specifies the awarding institution. The colors are displayed in 
combinations that are drawn from heraldry. Notice that the Clemson University hood is lined 
with purple through which is an orange chevron (a "V"). Although many combinations are 
duplicated by dozens of institutions, Clemson is presently the only institution with that reg-
istered combination. 
The officers, trustees, and honored guests wear academic, ecclesiastical, or military re-
galia as set forth by their professions. They are preceded by the University marshal. Clad in 
a gown of office in gold and purple, the marshal wears no hood and bears the University 
mace. At the ceremony's close, the faculty do not exit as a part of the recessional but are 
dismissed, along with students and guests, when the marshal leaves the coliseum. 
The University Regalia 
The University mace is the symbolic representation of the whole of Clemson 
University and must be present at any convocation where the University, through 
Its delegated members, is acting officially. At any official convocation such as 
commencement, the University Marshal, carrying the mace, precedes the Presi-
dent into the assembly. The mace rests before the President's chair or speaker's 
stand throughout the ceremony, and its removal from the assembly at the close 
of a convocation is symbolic of the official withdrawal of the University and, thus, 
the close of the proceedings. 
The decorative design of Clemson's mace is derived from the ceremonial 
maces carried by heads of state and church in the Middle Ages. Its basic club-
like shape, however, is much more ancient, probably going back to man's pre-
history. It is made of walnut wood and silver, with the seal of the University in 
gold and the University colors represented by insets of carnelian (orange) and 
amethyst (purple). Amethyst is also the state stone of South Carolina. 
The Presidential chain and seal is symbolic of the authority vested in the 
office of president by the governing body of the University. Only the University 
President may wear it, and while wearing it he speaks for the whole body of the 
institution. Clemson's chain and seal are made of silver and gold, and carnelian 
and amethyst. 
The batons of the college marshals also descend from medieval "staffs of 
office" which were carried by the senior members of departments of state or 
church. They display the seal of the University and the symbolic color of the 
discipline to which the college belongs. Clemson's batons are made of walnut 
wood and silver with the various disciplines inset with enamel. 
The University regalia were designed and executed by Mr. Robert Ebendorf. 
Mr. Ebendorf is twice winner of the Tiffany Award and one of the most acclaimed 
goldsmiths of our era. The enamel plaques for the batons were executed by the 
late Professor Marshall C. Bell, and the lapidary work was executed by the late 
Mr. C. C. Wilson of Clemson University. 
Coat of Arms 
Designed by Clemson University graphic artist, 
Connie Floyd, the coat of arms represents the historic 
three-fold mission of this institution: teaching, research 
and service. 
Pictured on the cover, the coat of arms is divided 
into three parts. The bottom contains a series of open 
books representing the concept of teaching as the ba-
sis of the land-grant university. The white of the books 
and the purple of the background designate the teach-
ing mission of the University as it is achieved through 
undergraduate and graduate instruction. 
The upper portion of the shield contains two sets 
of calipers and wheat sheaves illustrating the measure-
ment system for research, as well as Clemson's tradi-
tion in agriculture and Extension. The three symbols -
the books, calipers and wheat sheaves - also repre-
sent the humanities, technology and science. 
The entire shield is joined by a small orange cen-
ter shield bearing a white tiger mask symbolizing the 
abiding spirit of Clemson. 
The crest is a gold palmetto tree, which emphasizes 
Thomas Green Clemson's desire that Clemson become 
"the people's university" for South Carolinians. It rises 
from a band of purple, orange, white and gold. The 
outer pair of colors, purple and gold, are the official 
colors of the University; the inner pair, orange and 
white, are Clemson's student colors. 
CANDIDATES FOR DOCTORS' DEGREES 
A. WAYNE BENNETT, Dean, Graduate School 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Animal Physiology 
Marcy Anne Dimmick Summerville, SC 
B.S., M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: The Role of Seminal Estrogens on Follicular Dynamics, Estrus and Endocrine Activity in the Mare 
Advisor: Dr. Tomas Gimenez 
Heuy-Ching Wang~-~~--,---.,.-,...,,--,,,,.-- -,.,--,----,,---------------Taichung, Taiwan 
B.S., National Taiwan University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: lnterleukin-1 in the Murine Reproductive Tract: Immunological Evidence and Effects 
Advisor: Dr. Thomas R. Scott 
Food Technology 
Shoushan Steve Zeng, ___________________________ ~Nanchang, China 
B.S., Jiangxi Agricultural University 
Dissertation: Effect of Adding Goat Milk to Cow Milk on the Ripening and Quality of Blue Cheese 
Advisor: Dr. A. Greene 
Plant Pathology 
Cipta Ginting Bandar Lampung, Indonesia 
B.S., Agricultural University-Indonesia; M.S., University of Tennessee - Knoxville 
Dissertation: Gilbertella Rot in Prunus Persica Orchards and Packinghouses in South Carolina 
Advisor: Dr. E. I. Zehr 
Plant Physiology 
Jeffrey William Adelberg Norris, SC 
B.S., M.S .. Rutgers University 
Dissertation: Generating Tetraploid Melons in Tissue Culture 
Advisor: Dr. Billy Rhodes 
Jeff Scott Kuehny Deer Creek, OK 
B.A., Oklahoma State University; M.S., North Carolina State University 
Dissertation: Episodic Growth of Woody Ornamentals as Affected by Nutrition and Carbohydrate Status 
Advisor: Dr. Dennis Decoteau 
COLLEGE OF COMMERCE AND INDUSTRY 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Textile and Polymer Science 
Kou Tai Tzou Taipei, Taiwan 
B.S., M.S., National Central University 
Dissertation: Studies of the Inherently Conductive Polymer Polyaniline: Reaction Mechanism, Solubility, and Gel 
Formation 
Advisor: Dr. R. V. Gregory 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
DOCTOR OF EDUCATION 
Vocational and Technical Education 
Margaret Depsky Condrasky Greenville, SC 
B.S .. Pennsylvania State University; M.S., Indiana University of Pennsylvania 
Dissertation: Learning Potential for Interactive Video : An Experiment with Hospitality Operators Training 
Advisor: Dr. Paul C. Caley 
Freddie Lee Ingle Troy, NC 
B.A. , M.Ed., Clemson University 
Dissertation: An Exploratory Analysis of Relationships Between Measures of Social Cognition and Scores on the Student 
Developmental Task and Lifestyle Inventory Among Community College Students 
Advisor: Dr. Dennis G. Tesolowski 
Vocational and Technical Education (continued) 
Jeffrey Reid Wilson Anderson, SC 
B.A., M.Ed., Clemson University 
Dissertation: The Relationship Between Self Concept and Vocational Preference in Emotionally Handicapped 
Adolescents 
Advisor: Dr. Dennis G. Tesolowski 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Ceramic Engineering 
Gregg William Crume _______________________________ Seneca, SC 
B.S., M.S., New York State College of Ceramics-Alfred 
Dissertation: Modeling the Gelation Behavior of Suspensions 
Advisor: Dr. D.R. Dinger 
David Kirk Peeler Kings Mountain, NC 
B.S., Clemson University; M.S., Alfred University 
Dissertation: The Effect of Initial Particle Size Disbrituons on the Melting Kenetics of Soda-Lime-Silica Glasses by In-Situ 
High Temperature X-Ray Diffraction 
Advisor: Dr. T. D. Taylor 
Darren Kenneth Rogers ______________________________ Clemson, SC 
B.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: A Study of the Carbonization and Graphitization of Mesophase Pitch-Based Carbon Fibers 
Advisor: Dr. C. C. Fain 
Civil Engineering 
Venkappayya Rangappayya Desai --------------------------- Hubli, India 
B.E. , Karnatak University; M.T., Mangalore University 
Dissertation: A Parametric Study of the Cross-flow Turbine Pertormance 
Advisor: Dr. Nadim M. Aziz 
Electrical Engineering 
Chengchi Dennis Yuan ------""""-~--------------------- Taipei , Taiwan 
B.S., National Chiaotung University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Near Optimal Sequences for Asynchronous DS/SSMA Communications Systems 
Advisor: Dr. John J. Komo 
Environmental Systems Engineering 
Xiaolan Wang _________________________________ Beijing, China 
B.E., Tsinghua University; M.Engr., Clemson University 
Dissertation: The Effects of Biosorption on the Biodegradation of Di-n-Butyl Phthalate 
Advisor: Dr. C. P. Leslie Grady, Jr. 
Mechanical Engineering 
Thomas Michael Papastergiadis Athens, Greece 
B.S., Texas Technical University; M.S., North Carolina State University 
Dissertation : Numerical Modeling of Transport Phenomena in Pressure-Driven Periodic Flow: Application to 
Electroplating Printed Wiring Boards 
Advisor: Dr. D. E. Beasley 
COLLEGE OF SCIENCES 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Chemistry 
Jameica Byers Hill Clemson, SC 
B.S., Wofford College 
Dissertation: Syntheses and Characterization of Novel Group 13 Metal Alkyl Complexes; an Examination of Steric and 
Structural Trends 
Advisor: Dr. Gregory H. Robinson 
Larry Wayne Morgan Stanfield, NC 
B.S., Pfeiffer College 
Dissertation: The Use of Conductive Polymetallic Complexes as Spacers for Charge-Transfer Compounds 
Advisor: Dr. John D. Petersen 
Lisa Carol Roof Fort Mill, SC 
B.S., Presbyterian College 
Dissertation: Reactions of Souble Polychalcogenide Aions with Transition Metal Complexes 
Advisor: Dr. Joseph W. Kolis 
Computer Science 
Darrell Gene Suggs Winston-Salem, NC 
B.S., Appalachian State University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Disk Subsystem Performance and Reliability Enhancements Through the Use of Carnival Mirrors 
Advisor: Dr. Robert M. Geist 
Mathematical Sciences 
Rolf Erik Carlson =..,.--~=--=--~..,.--,,.-------------------Albuquerque, NM 
B.A., St. Olaf College; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Three Dynamical Systems for Hypergraph Factorization and Consistent Labeling 
Advisor: Dr. C. D. Jeffries 
James Anthony Knisely --,,---,-,-,,--,,..,---~=-,-------------------Mifflinburg, PA 
B.S., Bob Jones University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: A Study of Cyclic Gossiping in Graphs 
Advisor: Dr. R. C. Laskar 
Julie Bowers Lassiter-,,--~~~.,.,- -,..,--=---=-~-,,,...,,---,,---------------Anderson, SC 
B.A., Mississippi University for Women; M.S., Purdue University 
Dissertation: Persistency in 0-1 Optimization 
Advisor: Dr. W. P. Adams 
Matthew L. Tenhuisen-,~-,----~..,.--,----------------------- Clymer, NY 
B.S., Hope College; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Generalized Lagrangian Duality in Multiple Objective Programming 
Advisor: Dr. M. Wiecek-Walkowiak 
Physics 
James Phillip Gundlach Flint, Ml 
S.S., University of Michigan; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: A Study of the Thermospheric Dynamics of the High-Latitude E Region Using a Spectral Thermospheric 
General Circulation Model 
Advisor: Dr. M. L. Larsen 
John Michael Hinds Simpsonville, SC 
B.S., Wake Forest University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: A Study of Large-Scale HF-Induces Thermal Self-Focused Density Striations in the Ionosphere 
Advisor: Dr. C. W. Ulbrich 
David Richard Roth ,---~,--=----~,--~--------------------Clemson, SC 
B.S., Delaware State; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Microdosimetry in the Radiation Environment of Space 
Advisor: Dr. P. J. McNulty 
Yawteng Tseng Kaohsiung, Taiwan 
B. S., Tunghai University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Electronic Transport in the Quasi-one-Dimensional Conductors NbSe3 and T12Mo5Se5 Under Elastic Strain 
Advisor: Dr. G. X. Tessema 
CANDIDATES FOR EDUCATION SPECIALIST 
AND MASTERS' DEGREES 
A. WAYNE BENNETT, Dean, Graduate School 
• COLLEGE OF AG RIC UL TURAL SCIENCES 
MASTER OF AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION 
Carter Smith Elliott Ill ________ Gladys, VA Michael Seth McManus _______ Andrews, SC 
Barbara Ann Lewis Fairfax, SC John Wilson Oxner Leesville, SC 
Malcolm Todd Lowe Honea Path, SC 
MASTER OF AGRICULTURE 
Laura Lawton Fraser ____ Hilton Head Island, SC Endo Argo Kuncoro ____ Palembang, Indonesia 
Hersyamsi Palembang, Indonesia Tri Tunggal Palembang, Indonesia 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Agricultural and Applied Economics 
John Thomas Clemson, SC 
Agronomy 
Albert Edmond Cox ___ Carriacou, Grenada 
Animal and Food Industries 
Helen Ann Reynolds ___ Belize City, Belize 
Anlmal Physiology 
Chen-Tou Lee Taipei, Taiwan 
Aquaculture, Fisheries, and Wiidiife Biology 
Jonathan Lee Meade-,--_____ Williamston, SC Jeffery Scott Terhune _______ Seneca, SC 
Timothy Russell Snoots Rockville, MD 
Entomology 
Kirk Patrick Williams Georgetown, SC 
Environmental Toxicology 
Charles Glenn Nace, Jr. Indiana, PA 
Horticulture 
Sarah Schwuchow Charleston, SC 
Nutrition 
Lily Assefa. ___________ Clemson, SC Wendy Taylor ___________ Jupiter, FL 
Tracey Ann Minten Greenville, SC 
Plant Pathology 
Steven Michael Millett Elvisville, IL 
COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE 
MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE 
James Alan Albach _______ ~Hanahan, SC Michael Peter Knoblauch _____ Jacksonville, FL 
Edward Celestino Alonso Clearwater, FL Peter John Lagomarsino Rochelle Park, NJ 
Stephanie Goodwin Alonso Sumter, SC Lisa Marie Lanni Albany, NY 
Toren Nils Andersson Denmark, SC Nancy Lynne Leste Charleston, SC 
Aaron Wade Arnold Palm Bay, FL Roger Allen Muckenfuss Greenville, SC 
Steven Harley Coe S. Merritt Island, FL Kimberley Anne Murray Summerville, SC 
George Kyser Crow Spartanburg, SC Dorothy Paulette Myers Lexington, SC 
Kenneth Richard Feyl Old Greenwich, CT George Michael Nelon Asheville, NC 
David Charles Fowler Belton, SC Robert Frank Nunez Lakeland, FL 
Donna Renee Gandy Greenville, SC John Adams Pinckney Ill Greenville, SC 
Wade Lewis Gatlin Charleston, SC Jonathan Woodman Ross, Jr. Doylestown, PA 
Kristen Ann Gruber Hobe Sound, FL John Martin Schuller Fort Lauderdale, FL 
Leisa Michelle Hardage Atlanta, GA Stacie Gregory Seay Chesnee, SC 
Philip John Heller Greeneville, TN Rosemary Silva Tardao Toronto, Ontario 
Richard Timothy Herring Anderson, SC Brian Scott Thomas Nashua, NH 
Francis Richard Irizarri Rochester, NY Elizabeth Ruth Williams Yadkinville, NC 
MASTER OF CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING 
Lara Baker _____ _______ Sterling, VA 
Christopher Joseph Coulter Rogersville, MO 
Jenny Lynn Plummer Hagerstown, MD 
Lynn Bashore Pry Chapin, SC 
James Webster Eicher Richmond, VA James Christopher Robertson ___ Rocky Mount, VA 
Christopher Beem Frost Macon, GA Walter Duane Scharer II Hickory, NC 
David Lawrence German, Jr. Raleigh, NC Joseph Francis Segale Montpelier, VT 
Patrick James Goodwin Simpsonville , SC Melissa Ann Sloan Eau Claire, PA 
Richard Malcolm Green Spartanburg, SC Tabatha Ann Tanner Hemingway, SC 
Leigh Anthony Grey Columbus, OH Alfredo Roberto Valdes Davie, FL 
Li Li Beijing, China David Franklin Watson Yorktown, VA 
Tonya Leigh Lynn Greer, SC 
MASTER OF CONSTRUCTION SCIENCE AND MANAGEMENT 
Shigemi Yahagi Tokyo, Japan 
MASTER OF FINE ARTS 
Jonathan Shane Patterson. _____ Highlands, NC Elizabeth Anne Tallon _______ Florence, SC 
COLLEGE OF COMMERCE AND INDUSTRY 
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
Malcolm Clark Allen ___ ___ Hendersonville, NC William Durward Kilgore, Jr. Clemson, SC 
James Sean Baird Greer, SC Margret Maria Klinkhammer ___ Munchen, Germany 
Kevin J. Basinet San Jose, CA Gerald Kurz Munchen, Germany 
Richard Eugene Baur, Jr. Florissant, MO Gary Dale Manley Anderson, SC 
Ruth Lathem Brockman Greenville, SC Christian Andre Masalleras Charleston, SC 
Brent McCamish Bull Taylors, SC Gilbert Ward Mayo, Jr. Anderson, SC 
Michael William Calvasina Cantonment , FL Randy Eugene Mazey Johnstown, PA 
Eduardo Alberto Castro-Gagneten San Jose, Costa Rica Tamelia Elizabeth McCarley Spartanburg, SC 
Charles Brent Collins Pickens, SC Johnny Wayne Merck Greenville, SC 
Barry Layton Cross Columbia, SC Till Nicolaus Elze, Germany 
Thomas Dexter Curtis Central, SC Veronica Parks Greenville, SC 
Matthew Joseph Dye Ocean City, NJ James Hilton Parsons Ill Spartanburg, SC 
Stephen J. Fitzwilliam McLean, VA Christopher Marc Peters Walkersville, MD 
James John Flanagan New Windsor, NY George Winford Petty, Jr. Spartanburg, SC 
Guenter Froelich Sachsenheim, Germany Katherine Grisette Pieper Greenville, SC 
Margaret M. Gettys Hartsville, SC Steven Douglas Pierce Endicott, NY 
Tarsha Moye Gibbs Eastover, SC Michael Edward Powell Spartanburg, SC 
Ben Simmons Greer Atlanta, GA Charles Dean Schell Greenville, SC 
Gordon Grant Gregcry Spartanburg, SC Jed Rosemond Seay Greer, SC 
Tammy Scott Hartwell Winston-Salem, NC Sandeep Sikka New Delhi, India 
Tracy Marie Holder Piedmont, SC James Edward Snipes, Jr. Easley, SC 
Derrick Brian Holliday Belton, SC Randall Craig Stephens Walhalla, SC 
Craig Stephen Hoover Florence, SC Jeffrey Allen Szulya Rome, GA 
Thomas Olin James Berlin, MD Donald Clay Thomas Greenville, SC 
Richard Patton Jaynes Westminster, SC Denise Lynn Timmons Alexandria, VA 
John Eric Jones Simpsonville, SC Beth Jamison Wagner Greenville, SC 
Gregory Donald Joyce Richmond, VA Anthony Joseph Wilding Taylors, SC 
Richard Vaughn Kershner Spartanburg, SC Lyndall Louise Middleton Willis Clemson, SC 
Hirdesh K. Khanna Nuerenberg, Germany Scott William Young Walterboro, SC 
MASTER OF PROFESSIONAL ACCOUNTANCY 
David Phillip Baldwin _______ Greenville, SC Marlene Hughey Reeves-----~ Piedmont, SC 
Christopher Jon Housman Morristown, NJ Shawn Alan Talley Port Charlotte, FL 
Lori Ann Myers Summerville , SC Dennis Russell Williams II Inman, SC 
MASTER OF ARTS 
Economics 
Anna-Catherine Bush _ ______ Hopewell , VA Margaret Caroline Nelson Augusta, GA 
David Harold Dinkins Greenville, SC Kristen Anne Salt Dearborn, Ml 
Xiangzheng Gong Guoyang, China Louis Earl Sease, Jr. Charleston, SC 
Huashan Li Weifang, China Kristin Theresa Siegmund Ridgefield, CT 
Yong Luo Shanghai , China Vladimir Yurievich Zaitsev ___ St Petersburg, Russia 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Industrial 
Paul Bernard Caffrey -------~Charlotte , NC 
Timothy Jesse Harris Anderson, SC 
Stephen Harry McClain Mauldin, SC 
Chiradeep Roy Calcutta, India 
Management 
Jason Edward Rychlick ______ Spartanburg, SC 
David Cleveland Scarborough Asheville, NC 
Harry Eugene Wilson Ill Barnwell, SC 
Textile Science 
Rajasekar Dhandapani _ __ Coimbatore, India 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
EDUCATION SPECIALIST 
Administration and Supervision 
Virginia Karen Chambers -----~~Pelzer, SC Del Hackett Freitag, ________ ~ Easley, SC 
Doris Daniel Cole Williamston, SC Vicki Lynn Smith Southgate, Ml 
MASTER OF EDUCATION 
Administration and Supervision 
Marl< Cleon Blackwell _______ Greenwood, SC Amanda Voyles Schell _______ Greenville, SC 
Andrew Bruce Crowley Greer, SC Pamela James Thompson Newberry, SC 
Jean Robinson Dickson Johnston, SC Cabrina Williams Sumter, SC 
Leslie D. Hoshall Greenwood, SC 
Counseling and Guidance Services 
Ernesto A. Arill __________ ~.Miami, FL 
Tracy Masters Armstrong Lyman, SC 
Emily Gilreath Leviner ______ ~Clemson, SC 
Mary Louise Lewis Mooresville, NC 
Diana Louise Ashy Greenville, SC Tara Claire Lynch Myrtle Beach, SC 
Theresa Louise Burns Natchez, MS Gregory Joseph Mazak Taylors, SC 
George Stephen Champlin Easley, SC Bryan Steven McCall Seneca, SC 
Larry Furman Coleman Laurens, SC Robin Parl<er Mccurley Honea Path, SC 
Susan Barrett Cox Tamassee, SC Kimberlee Michelle Mehaffey Greenville, SC 
Joel Frederick Dale Seneca, SC Jean Ann Perdue Delaware, OH 
Kathy Ann Davis Inman, SC James Calvin Peters Clemson, SC 
Sandra Dale Douglas Seneca, SC Catharine Shea Powell Oklahoma City, OK 
Loretta Poccia Egan Seneca, SC William E. Purl<erson Ill Greenwood, SC 
Dolores Christine Foote Seneca, SC James Samuel Seastrunk Spartanburg, SC 
Mina Starr Freeman Clemson, SC Heather Dee Simon Greenville, SC 
Monica Jeanne Hacker Wyncote, PA Dianne Buddin Sizemore Easley, SC 
Phillip Lee Hedrick Charlotte, NC Pamela A. Warren Chamblee, GA 
Laura Ellen Joseph Ballston Lake, NY Gayle Ford Whije Clemson, SC 
Nelda Mccarter Kay Taylors, SC Jacqueline Panchetta Williams Piedmont, SC 
Deborah Marie Lamb Anderson, SC Elizabeth Ann Yow Dunwoody, GA 
Elementary Education 
Laura Ann Ackerman _________ Beaufort, SC 
Robin Elizabeth Bridges Greer, SC 
Judy Paula Gillespie Easley, SC 
Jacqueline Adams Holmes Newberry, SC 
Joyce Elaine King Marietta, SC 
Sonya J. Lee Elberton, GA Carta Shaw M·-a""tt,...he_w_s________ Toccoa, GA 
Julie Ireland Myers Greenville, SC 
Teresa Annette Shuler Bowman, SC 
Pamela Jo Whiteside Piedmont, SC 
Secondary Education 
Sandra Joyce Holliday -------- Liberty, SC Rhonda Leigh Keenum _______ Anniston, AL 
Dea Skinner Johnson Anderson, SC Kyndra K. Smith Greenville, SC 
Special Education 
Jim Marshall Fisher ________ Honea Path, SC Andrea Jean Gaddo _________ Tupelo, MS 
MASTER OF HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT 
Desiree Belinda Berry ______ Greenwood, SC Diane LaMance Kiger _______ -=Six Mile, SC 
Laura Elaine Culbertson Ware Shoals, SC Mamta Natu Patel Kingsport, TN 
Anthony Frank Edgar Seneca, SC Sandra Ray Spann Greer, SC 
Thomas Keith Johnson Seneca, SC Sally Watts Wines Winston-Salem, NC 
William Homer Jones II Easley, SC 
MASTER OF INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION 
John Michael Effner _______ Terre Haute, IN Claude Leroy Rogers _______ Clarl<esville, GA 
Michael Eugene Lavender Oak Hill, WV Sarah Amanda Schaible Macon, GA 
Francis Cordes Porcher, Jr. Mt Pleasant, SC 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
MASTER OF ENGINEERING 
Clvll Engineering 
John Terrell Miller, Jr. _______ Edgefield, SC Katrina Diedra Washington ______ Ravenel, SC 
Electrical Engineering 
Carlos Luis Chacon _______ Elon College, NC 
Rupert P. Fenequito Greensboro, NC 
Roger Martin Jeffery ______ ~Allentown, PA 
An Ba Nguyen Richardson, TX 
Greg W. Jackson Salem, NH Bruce Hawkins Wadlington Greensboro, NC 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Agricultural Engineering 
(Agricultural Engineering is jointly administered by the College of 
Agricultural Sciences and the College of Engineering.) 
Frank Edward Mcleod Newberry, SC 
Bioengineering 
Laura Elizabeth Kerns ------~Alexandria, VA John Anthony Savio Ill ________ Buffalo, NY 
Chemical 
Adam Adrian Brostow Warsaw, Poland 
Gregory Todd Cox Lexington, KY 
Franck Michel Dauche __ Chalons Sur Marne, France 
Engineering 
Olivier Fleurot -~-~------Nancy, France 
Dhananjay Vitthal Sarode Pune, India 
Civil Engineering 
Krishnappagowda Cheluvanarayanswamy_ Mysore, India Berry Ray Wheeler _________ Hanahan, SC 
Lorine Alise Kangun Tombull, TX 
Computer Engineering 
Uma Maheswari Balasubramanian ___ Madras, India 
Shekhar Govind Borde Pune, India 
Eddy Howard Pittman _____ ~~ Piedmont, AL 
Mukesh Rathor Rajnandgaon, India 
John Ross George Prosperity, SC Runiu Shi Clemson, SC 
James Alexander Lind Abbeville, SC Ashwin Sridhar Hyderabad, India 
Martin William McKinnon Ill Atlanta , GA 
Electrical Engineering 
Charlotte Cheewha Cheng Knoxville, TN 
Abdel-Ghani Awad Daraiseh Amman, Jordan 
Thaichong Patrick Li Kwong In --~-Asheville, NC 
Andrew Wiley Mathis Ormond Beach, FL 
Jason Torrence Dowling Morganton, NC Vivekanand Ramgopal Madras, India 
Ayman Suleiman Duzdar ___ Ramallah, West Bank David Lind Reynolds Tampa, FL 
John Alexander Harroun Columbia, MD Rajaram Subramoniam Coimbatore, India 
Ying Huang Shanghai, China Raymond Travis Summerlin Greenville, SC 
Dennis Agustin Jamora Point Pleasant, WV Sundar Pylur Vanchinathan Pollachi, India 
Manfred Johann Kraess ___ Weissenhom, Germany Xiaoyang Zheng Clemson, SC 
Chao-Hui Lan Xiamen, China 
Environmental Systems Engineering 
Stephen Edward Emery ________ Sylvia, NC Thomas Jonathan Pruitt _____ "7'7"Anderson, SC 
Alan Edward Madewell Florence, AL Juan Carlos Vallarino Myrtle Beach, SC 
Industrial Engineering 
Brian Keith Arldt ________ Simpsonville, SC Jeevan Melroy Menezes ______ Bombay, India 
Jill Teren Eiber Columbus, OH 
Mechanical Engineering 
Srinivasa Reddy Alavala _____ Hyderabad, India Prasad T. L. Manne Guntur, India 
Sagayaraj Arokiaraj Clemson, SC Pascal Jean Pfeiffer Araches, France 
Udaya Shankar Bhimaraja Madras, India Sreedhar Vangavolu Livingston, NJ 
Yanmei Chen Beijing, China Franck Alain Vouzelaud Clemson, SC 
Thomas Allen Kirby Irmo, SC Mukund Sahebrao Wankhede ___ Ambernath, India 
COLLEGE OF FOREST AND RECREATION RESOURCES 
MASTER OF FOREST RESOURCES 
Ausley Burl Carraway lll ________ Seneca, SC Joel Andrew King --------- Liberty, SC 
MASTER OF PARKS, RECREATION, AND TOURISM MANAGEMENT 
Mary Johanna Burkhard Pittsburgh, PA Bob Lee --c""7"C--c-------Kaifeng, China 
Cynthia Lynn Carlisle Ontario, Canada William Russell Marrell Columbia, SC 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Forest Resources 
Darrell Eugene Welch Centreville, MS 
Parks, Recreation, and Tourism Management 
Neville Yezdi Bhada _________ Atlanta, GA Cynthia Marie Johns, _______ Le Sueur, MN 
COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS 
MASTER OF ARTS 
English 
Michael Charles Barnes ______ Middletown, NJ Shelley Beth Sharp ________ Harrison, AR 
William Matthew Bisese Norfolk, VA Julie Walters Steele Pendleton, SC 
Amy Linda Foster Pleasanton, TX Kathryn Michelle Edgington Trusky __ Vaucluse, SC 
Richard James Hartnett Charleston, SC Kimberly Erin Welsh Burke, VA 
Elizabeth Jane Lienert Newry, SC Philip Stephen Wood Greenville, SC 
David Stanley Pate Lake Wylie, SC 
History 
Charles Edward Smith _____ __ Greenville, SC Heather Lee Strasburger _____ Washington, DC 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Applied Psychology 
Erling Paul Amundson ______ Grand Forks, NO Susan Laura Glosek ___ _____ Burlington, NC 
Melissa Michelle Bowman Cincinnati, OH Michael Forrest Gorman Amsterdam, NY 
Judith Elisa Chabo Newport News, VA Mary Ann Hooten Birmingham, AL 
Michelle Rene De Jong Rockville , MD April Dee Snyder Greensboro, NC 
William Daniel Folk, Jr. Summerville, SC Heidi Leigh Werner Bloomsburg, PA 
Brian Scott Gatherum Bluefield, WV 
Applied Sociology 
Cinnamon Ashley Mazzola ______ Belton, SC Kathryn Galloway Newkirk ______ Charlotte, NC 
COLLEGE OF NURSING 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Nursing 
Anne Dempsey Bishop _ _____ Greenville, SC Ann Pikus Stuck ________ Simpsonville, SC 
Mary Ann Jones Mullaney Greenville, SC Kristi Rae Williams Greenville, SC 
Glenda Fish Peninger Greenville, SC 
COLLEGE OF SCIENCES 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Computer Science 
Raju Narasimha Alluri Hyderabad, India Jerri Nicole Hines _ _ ______ _ Greenville, SC 
Venkateshwar Buduma Clemson, SC Richard Travis Mauldin Pickens, SC 
Marcelino Angelo Croeze Santa Cruz, Aruba Srinivas Nithyanandam Madras, India 
Gopinath Manige Oevalcheruvu ___ Bangalore, India Amish Babubhai Ray Pickens, SC 
Kevin Joseph Fitzpatrick Asheville, NC Kalyan R. Sundhar Madras, India 
Gttanjali Gulve Plantation, FL Gregory Martin Valente Greenville, SC 
Yehezkel Halifa Moshav Bet-Ezra, Israel Hariprasad Vellanki Vijayawada, India 
Hydrogeology 
William Phillip Kegley Clinton, TN 
Mathematical Sciences 
Suresh Kumar Acharya _____ Kathmandu , Nepal John Edward Gaines _____ Winston-Salem, NC 
Dean Allyn Carpenter Clemson, SC Deborah Sue Meilhammer Salisbury, MD 
Suzanne Marie Chapa Anderson, SC Mark Alan Mortensen Northfield, MN 
William F. Clater Easley, SC Joseph Allen Pepper Delmar, DE 
Markus Emsermann Rock Hill, SC James Richard Soltys Green Pond, NJ 
Microbiology 
Ying-Ru Chen Taipei, Taiwan Beatrice Valerie Fricourt ______ Enghien, France 
Milagros S. Colon-Lopez ___ San Juan, Puerto Rico Shih-Bin Lin Central, SC 
Priya Kalpak Oighe Bombay, India 
Physics 
Edward Joseph Brooks Ill _______ Laurel, MD Robert Andrew Reed Butler, TN 
Neil Eugene Miller Clinton, NY Antoinette Vaccaro Thompson __ Chambersburg, PA 
CANDIDATES FOR BACHELORS' DEGREES 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 
THOMAS ROSS WILKINSON, Dean 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Agricultural and Applied Economics 
··Mary Cynthia Blackwood ______ Pickens, SC James Leland Johnson Spartanburg, SC 
·Gennie Lou Capps Hemingway, SC Jodi Lynette Sewell Canton, GA 
Neil Edward Devaney Chapin, SC Larry Earl Snipes, Jr. Watkinsville, GA 
Michael Wayne Gunter Pelion, SC ... Christopher Michael Talley Greer, SC 
Robert William Hancock, Jr. Bishopville , SC James Lanier Wannamaker Ill ___ St Matthews, SC 
Agricultural Education 
Keena Nancy Hardin _ ___ ___ Anderson, SC Edward Madison Stokes ______ Branchville, SC 
David Flynn Maffett Saluda, SC 
Agricultural Mechanization and Business 
James Templeton Addison ______ Clinton, SC Norman Christopher Hardy ______ Galena, MD 
Phillip Nathan Bagwell Inman, SC John Charles Hays, Jr. Iva, SC 
Myra Christine Bickley Elloree, SC Bradford Lamar Sease Gilbert, SC 
Robert Tyler Bland IV West Point, VA Garland Michael Veasey Clover, SC 
Agronomy 
+• .. Christopher Joseph Loebsack ___ Lyndhurst, OH 
Animal Industries 
Christina Lynn Betz _______ Silver Spring, MD 
William Irvin Buford Newberry, SC 
Chad Lane Mason----- - --- Walhalla, SC 
+·walker Aaron Meadows Charleston, SC 
James Clyde Carter Smoaks, SC Chesley Louis Milam, Jr. Sandy Springs, SC 
Molly Marie Chaffinch Salisbury, MD Seth Hamilton Nagy Charlotte, NC 
Michael Lynn Cudd II Gaffney, SC Brittney Rene Odom Sumter, SC 
·Laura Lyn Duerholz Medford, NJ Daniel Andrews Payne Virginia Beach, VA 
John Marl< Lamb Greenville, SC Evelyn Elizabeth Pusser Florence, SC 
Ben Hamilton Martin Ill Easley, SC Jennifer Kay Wicke! Columbia, SC 
Aquaculture, Fisheries, and Wildlife Biology 
Walter Raymond Boltin Ill _____ Orangeburg, SC Martin Lesley Hogg _______ Simpsonville, SC 
Brian Kinder Burgess Kingstree, SC Joel Henry Jones Dacusville, SC 
James David Caddell Edgefield, SC Tamara Jean McCoy Charleston, SC 
Andrew Gibbs DuPre Mt Pleasant , SC Robert Trent Porth Lexington, SC 
Stephen Daniel Gardner Charleston, SC Terry William Richburg Summerville, SC 
Kevin Dale Hedden Abbeville , SC Shane Bruce Turner Seneca, SC 
Entomology 
Nicholas Edward Jur ______ Cayce, SC 
Horticulture 
Kathryn Ashe ~~------~Simpsonville , SC Kyle Barrett Penland ~------- Laurens, SC 
Joseph Keith Collins Coal Mountain, GA Christopher Steven Prince Whitmire, SC 
Walter Valley Fogle Elloree, SC William Monroe Shirer Ill Lone Star, SC 
Benjamin Ellis Herndon Ruffin, SC David Wayne VonSchmittou Pendleton, SC 
Richard Corbett Mullinax Winnsboro, SC Daniel Hughey Walker Lexington, SC 
Packaging Science 
Terry Ansel Blakely, Jr. _______ Piedmont, SC Jonathan Scott Miller _______ Bridgewater, NJ 
Greg Edward Harwood Albemarle , NC Chrystal Dionne Moore Newberry, SC 
Frederick Cavanaugh Herlong Johnston, SC Michael Joseph Reading Hawthorn Woods, IL 
Anna J. Kesler Anderson, SC Christopher Todd Usher Roswell, GA 
Richard Albert Lancianese Greenville, SC Jeffrey Dale Woollens Deland, FL 
COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE 
JAMES FRAZIER BARKER, Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Design 
+·Jason Robert Crow-,----------= Lyman, SC ••Josie Suzannah Shimp ______ Charleston, SC 
Bradley Lamar Sheppard Clemson, SC Christina Marie Ventura Taylors, SC 
BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS 
Matthew Todd Bynum _______ Easley, SC Felicia Diane Gibbs _________ Seneca, SC 
Michael Sean Caron Rock Hill, SC Kristen Justine Hiles Medford, NJ 
William Algah Carter Charleston, SC Jason Ernest Hunter Wake Forest, NC 
•Jonathan Edward Fenske Mauldin, SC 
BACHELOR OF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE 
+•Julia Smith Barham Anderson, SC •Jennifer Anne Lefort _______ Clemson, SC 
Cantrell Lockwood Belcher Orangeburg, SC Richard Farrell Noyes Anderson, SC 
Matthew MacKeith Compton ____ Myrtle Beach, SC Kim Eleanor Rooney St Charles, IL 
Preston Eugene Cornett Greenville, SC Melissa Marie Solesbee Greenville, SC 
Andrew Bruce Hargett Basking Ridge, NJ Philip Andrew Stewart Greenville, SC 
•Laurel Lynne Holtzapple Fort Mill, SC Christopher Miles Watson Conway, SC 
Julie Amanda Jones Dillon, SC Dee Chris Wines Front Royal, VA 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Construction Science and Management 
Troy Marcus Adams Birmingham, AL 'Edwin Lee Jean Ill ________ Greenville, SC 
Ivan Ricard Black Lexington, SC William Todd Jeffcoat West Columbia, SC 
Clay Nelson Boheler Gaffney, SC Arthur William Jordan, Jr. Walhalla, SC 
Bradley Reed Bowden Lithonia, GA •Daniel Foster Joy IV Sarasota, FL 
Robert Larry Burgess Charlotte, NC 'Lisa Marie LaGrasse Methuen, MA 
Andrew Guy Cloer Greenville, SC William Richard Lancaster, Jr. Fairforest, SC 
Henderson Walwynn Dawson, Jr. __ West Columbia, SC William Henry McCauley Ill Greenville, SC 
Donna Julie Ditman Easton, MD Michael William McDowell Chester, SC 
Michael Timothy Fowler Townville , SC Stanley Joseph O'Brien Charleston, SC 
•Michael Kevin Garrison Orangeburg, SC Thomas Madison Osbcrne, Jr. Aiken, SC 
Robert W. Goodson Ill Greenville, SC Robert Joseph Piekutowski Clemson, SC 
Leonard Thomas Henderson, Jr. ___ Prosperity, SC James Michael Reames Yorktown, VA 
Jay Andrew Herring Lancaster, SC Michael Bradley Roe Charleston, SC 
R. Matthew Hoffmeier, Jr. ___ Hilton Head Island, SC Kevin Shannon Scarborough Belton, SC 
Michael Todd Holder Callahan, FL Michael Timothy Thompson Spartanburg, SC 
William Duke Hucks, Jr. Hartsville, SC Robert Bryan Yoder Lincolnton, NC 
William Robert Hundley Lexington, KY 
Design 
Kevin Deleon Ammons ______ Myrtle Beach, SC Mary Margaret Kwist _______ Summerville, SC 
John Erwin Austin Ill Greenville, SC Brian Keith Latham Sumter, SC 
Andrew Karl Barnett Auburn, AL Rebecca Louise Lucas Columbia, SC 
Tanya Lee Bazzle Hollywood, SC Adam Edward Marks Miami, FL 
Rebecca Anne Block Charleston, SC David Felder Martin Lexington, SC 
+• .. Terry Edward Buchmann Columbia, SC Margaret Ann Martin Columbia, SC 
Brian Scott Carroll Burlington, NC +•Mathew Kirkland McCauley Hartsville, SC 
Andrea Page Connelly Conway, SC Donald Scott McClure Greenville, SC 
Deborah Jeanne Curtis Lansdale, PA Jane Dunlap Moore Hartsville, SC 
+·Marc Robert DuBois Hanover, MA Terri Lynn Neal Brandon, FL 
Daryn John Edwards New Cumberland, PA +•Joel Justin Nichols Spartanburg, SC 
Joshua Nicholas Fletcher Seneca, SC •Anthony John Piraino Newark, DE 
Joel Arthur Goff Spartanburg, SC Christopher James Polk Graniteville, SC 
+ .. Daniel Edward Gordon Orlando, FL Jeff Alan Poller! Kennett Square, PA 
'Holly Lynn Graves Clemson, SC 'Phyllis Margaret Pollitt Summerville, SC 
Jimmie Lynn Harrison Greer, SC Kristin Irene Poole Spartanburg, SC 
'Kevin Odette Hatchell Florence, SC Mark Hamilton Raeside Eliot, ME 
Jay Andrew Herring Lancaster, SC Jennifer Nicole Reid Greenville, SC 
'Christopher Michael Hutson Aiken, SC + .. Dyana Rae Rice Huntsville, AL 
Eric Michael Jabaley Atlanta, GA James Christopher Shearer Charlotte, NC 
Michael Wynn James Rock Hill, SC Thomas Cullen Sweeney Arnold, MD 
Amy Elizabeth Johnson Signal Mountain, TN Monique Yvette Swinger Anderson, SC 
'Daniel Foster Joy IV Sarasota, FL William Craig Troublefield Greenwood, SC 
•Brian Alan Keech Jamesville, NY John Jui-Cheng Wahlers Charleston , SC 
Jarrett Scott Keim Columbia, SC 'Ronald Eugene Welch Charleston, SC 
Jason Carroll King Marietta, GA Kimberly Sue White Piedmont, SC 
Scott Thomas Kubit Brook Park, OH Vincent Barten Whitehurst Abbeville , SC 
COLLEGE OF COMMERCE AND INDUSTRY 
JIMMY DON SHERIFF, Acting Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Economics 
"Thomas James Preston Aldridge ____ Macon, GA Alex Lopez, Jr. _ _____ ____ Norwalk, CT 
+·Jacqueline Louise Fisher Fayetteville, NC Dina LaShaun McMahon Bradenton, FL 
'"Robert Wayne Johnson Taylors, SC JoClaudia Mitchum Decatur, GA 
Julia Lynn Lavender Easley, SC Jamie Lynn Walters Taylors, SC 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Accounting 
+"Stacey Lynn Alexander _____ Lincolnton, NC Colleen Marie Kennett _______ Tequesta, FL 
Andra Lee Barnes Charleston, SC Scott Bradley Key Akron, OH 
Amy Elizabeth Billig Greenville, SC Amy Evans Madden Six Mile, SC 
'Julie Ann Black Clover, SC Dana Ruth Marting Westminster, MD 
+"Angela Delores Boone Fort Mill, SC Tracy Lee McBride Mauldin, SC 
David Craig Boozer Greer, SC Robert Alan Merritt Easley, SC 
Donald Raoul Bouchard Endicott, NY •Amy Dills Moore Seneca, SC 
Michael J. Brown Nashua, NH David Lester Morgan Cheraw, SC 
Shannon Lee Brown Hartsville, SC Jennifer Erin Morrow Fairfax Station, VA 
Andrew Clark Chamblee Anderson, SC Mandy Gail Mullikin Anderson, SC 
+"'Stephanie Anne Coleman Endwell , NY +'Kimberly Susan Netzloff Columbia, SC 
Michael Shawn Cory Belmar, NJ Chandra Anita Nivens Pageland, SC 
Michael Lyn Couch Greer, SC James Michael O'Cain Bowman, SC 
Kristen Beth Cove Miami, FL ·colleen Anne O'Donnell La Plata, MD 
Ezra Brown Crenshaw, Jr. Lancaster, SC •••susan Wood Paz Pendleton, SC 
Lester Henry Cutter Ill Lexington, SC "'Keely Jeanne Persinger Dover, DE 
'Leigh Ellen DeFee Sumter, SC William Chad Phillips Woodruff, SC 
Michelle Lea Dietz Hilton Head Island, SC William Lewis Placer Springfield, VA 
"Margaret McCall Durham Pickens, SC "Amy Elizabeth Pleacher Winchester, VA 
Dana Christine Fening Lexington, KY Hope Harriet Prosser Scranton, SC 
Shannon Lynn Fowler Spartanburg, SC Angela Bradley Russell Clemson, SC 
+'"Robin Linda Franklin Norcross, GA 'Tiara Rose Saha Orlando, FL 
Patricia Ann Freeman Hightstown, NJ +"'Amy Christine Sawyer Saluda, SC 
"Glenn Alan Friedrich Chatham, NJ '"John Walter Shoemaker Central, SC 
Cynthia Lynn Galloway Darlington, SC Anita Louise Stevens Mauldin, SC 
John Butler Garrett Greenville, SC "Michael Mark Swithers Long Valley, NJ 
Bonnie Miriam Graham Greensboro, NC Leigh Anne Thompson College Park, GA 
Stephanie Nichelle Harris Ridgeway, SC Joy Michelle Troublefield Lancaster, SC 
Brian Jeffrey Harvill Baton Rouge, LA Anissa Nicole Truesdale Lancaster, SC 
Amy Jo Hise Pittsburgh, PA Michael David Volz Greer, SC 
+"Christopher Marshall Hitt Pine Lake, GA Marcia Elaine Wilson Denmark, SC 
Carla Ann Jahelka Vestal, NY Christine Elizabeth Wolf Taylors, SC 
David Joseph Johnson Cheraw, SC "'Carmen Denise Woodard Walhalla, SC 
Sunni Lee Kennedy Lancaster, SC N. Scott Woods Tannersville, PA 
Economics 
Todd Douglass Baillie. _______ Alpharetta, GA Heather Suzanne Harrison ___ Upper Marlboro, MD 
Tracey Lee Blackstock Tulsa, OK Jimmy Johannes Jakarta, Indonesia 
Pamela Alicia Blanchard Aiken, SC Louis Raymond Lanier Lugoff, SC 
Benjamin Garrison Brock Chattanooga, TN William Terrell Nickles Roswell, GA 
"Noelle Christine Cavey Ellicott City, MD '"Todd Ashley Perkins Florence, SC 
Michael Charles Cotugno Belmar, NJ Jeffrey Christopher Terry Bel Air, MD 
Robert Francis Eller Greenville, SC '"Robert P. Verostek Rock Hill, SC 
Frank Charles Gaidjunas, Jr. Ridgefield, CT David Mark Wilson Greenville, SC 
William Carroll Grice, Jr. Atlanta, GA 
Financial Management 
Lisa Frances Ackerman West Columbia, SC 
Michael James Alexander Clemson, SC 
Eric David Christensen~------ Topsfield, MA 
"Clyde Landon Cobb, Jr. Cheraw, SC 
Tress Renee Arnett Columbia, MD Russell Keith Coleman Summerville, SC 
Mack Edward Atkinson, Jr. Cheraw, SC "Patricia Amanda Cook Matthews, NC 
Andrea Sue Beck Satellite Beach, FL Richard Scott Corcoran Dallastown, PA 
Carolyn Ann Berube Alexandria, VA Gordon Howard Craig Hickory, NC 
Erik Lee Bowling Cincinnati, OH Andrew Scott Culbreath Greenville, SC 
Jill Ann Boyd Macon, GA Paul Rogers Dean Bluffton, SC 
Terrence Brendan Burke Bayport, NY Angela Paige Dilworth Chapin, SC 
Alison Jane Campbell Media, PA "'Cynthia LaWann Earn Bethune, SC 
David Lawrence Cappiello, Jr. Asheville, NC Frank Kittrell Ellington IV Florence, SC 
Susan Chinshou Chang ___ Hilton Head Island, SC 
Jean Wen Chien Norcross, GA 
Carl Anthony Enlow Batesburg, SC 
Paige Nicole Eubanks Marion, NC 
Financial Management (continued) 
'"Tricia Marie Finley Sumter, SC John Franklin Polk Hilton Head Island, SC 
William Earl Glasgow Ill Davidsonville, MD Eric Jefferson Price Goose Creek, SC 
Marie Angela Guziejka Winter Haven, FL Franklin Kelly Price Dillon, SC 
Lee Ann Hammett Spartanburg, SC Michael David Ray Lancaster, SC 
Catherine Leigh Harvey Lincolnton, NC Richard Scott Riddle Beaufort, SC 
Scott Christopher Heinemann ___ Warrington, PA 'Kimberly Diane Robertson Laurens, SC 
"Steven Paul Highberger Aiken, SC Scott Alexander Robertson Toledo, OH 
•David Grant Hille Suffern, NY Dorothy Lynn Saldarini Charlotte, NC 
Felicia Jill Hitchcock Rockmart, GA April Louise Sanborn Seneca, SC 
Jodie Lynn Holmes Greenville, SC Suzanne Marie Seery Somerset, NJ 
"Amy McCall Jarrett Rosman, NC ·usa Marie Sheehan Killingworth, CT 
Courtney Leigh Kaufmann Turnersville, NJ Susan Lynne Simpson Clarkston, GA 
Colin Edwin Kelley, Jr. Chattanooga, TN Russell Joseph Speicher Clemson, SC 
Stephanie Ann King Columbia, SC 'Taylor Kenneth Starbuck Atlanta, GA 
John B. Krok Piscataway, NJ Eric Stecker Mt Pleasant, SC 
Robert Craig Lockard Annapolis, MD •Gregory Scott Tallent Anderson, SC 
•Allen Payne Long, Jr. Gainesville, GA Robert Douglas Templeton Laurens, SC 
John William Long II Salisbury, MD Matthew Henry Teuteberg Oconomowoc, WI 
Amy Leigh Marshall Lancaster, SC Tricia Lynn Tialdo Belleville, IL 
Janine Patrice McAdoo Deerfield Beach, FL Martha Halley Townsend Aiken, SC 
Charles Paul Mccraney Laurens, SC Thomas Wayne Vaughan Summerville, SC 
Shannon Elizabeth Mccrary Cameron, SC John Abram Vermeulen Ontario, Canada 
Victor Charles Mcleod Ill Bishopville, SC Catherine Irene Vincent Gaffney, SC 
Benita Marie Meredith Greer. SC Jeffrey Scott Walker Somerville, NJ 
Audrey R. Miller Greenwood, SC Caroline Marie Wallace Dayton, OH 
Angela Gail Morgan Fort Mill, SC James David Wasson Ill Hickory Tavern, SC 
Heather Ann Neuss Bellport, NY ·Kelley Lynn Watson Mauldin, SC 
James Joseph O'Connor Greenville, SC Jeffrey Scott Weidman Fairfax, VA 
'Richard Stephen Parris Spartanburg, SC Angela Lynn West Charleston, SC 
Samuel Carter Payne Hixson, TN Leslie Anne Wilder Laurens, SC 
Clayton Edward Pecorin Greenwich, CT Brady Patrick Wilke Elgin, SC 
Eric Lee Peterson Seneca, SC Stacey Lynn Wilson Laurens, SC 
Heidi Anne Pfendler Pittsburgh, PA 'Lynne Marie Woolley Coral Springs, FL 
Curtis Houser Plyler Greenville, SC John Anderson Workman Ill Spartanburg, SC 
Joanna L. Poirier Amherst, NH Gregory Charles Younghans ____ Green Brook, NJ 
Industrial Management 
William Lindsey Boozer II ______ Columbia, SC James Sarruel Gorham IV Hickory, NC 
Victoria Leigh Bramlett Union, SC Kelly Anne Heeter Sumter, SC 
Christopher Francis Bristow Irmo, SC Mark Linwood Matthews Barnwell, SC 
Leporte Arnold Brooks Bishopville , SC Martin J. Matula Milford, NJ 
Jeffrey Paul Chartier Stamford, CT Tanya Laurena Middleton Orangeburg, SC 
Eric McGarvey Clark Newburyport, MA Paul Michael Mosley Cincinnati, OH 
Brent Howard Clayton Abbeville, SC William Steven Ray, Jr. Johns Island, SC 
Wendy Paulette Doyle Myrtle Beach, SC •Mark Andrew Shutters Christiansburg, VA 
Donald Keith Elmore Greenville, SC Kevin Eugene Sutherland ___ Sandy Springs, SC 
Mark Ray Fleming Lancaster, SC Yolande Roberta Taylor Hopkins, SC 
Lawrence Edward Fountain Athens, GA Alexis Lejuan Thompson Jonesville, SC 
Timothy Richard Galbreath Seneca, SC Matthew Cart Werner West Chester, PA 
Management 
"Lisa Kathleen Adams, ____ ____ Burke, VA Jean Elizabeth Delaney Plantation, FL 
Alicia Aileen Arrick Seneca, SC Maureen Doherty Wayne, NJ 
"Kelly Lynn Axford Stone Mountain, GA Cheri Marie Dunmore Cheverly, MD 
Allison Ann Banks Miami, FL John Scott Efird Simpsonville, SC 
Teresa Helene Bayer Midlothian, VA Catherine M. Falk Wilmington, DE 
Tiffany D.Ann Bell Williamston, SC Shawn Pearson Fenerty Allentown, PA 
Vanessa Bello Chagrin Falls, OH Christopher James Fowler Brevard, NC 
Christopher Arthur Bodkin Crofton, MD Marci Annette Fuentes _ __ Palm Beach Gardens, FL 
James Theodore Brown Atlanta, GA Brantley Leach Fuge Bluffton, SC 
Matthew Cheney Brunner Briarcliff, NY Maria Angelica Garcia Lansdale, PA 
Deborah Anne Burgess Lancaster, SC Barbara Christine Goeller Yorktown, VA 
Mary Evelyn Caggiano Cowpens, SC "'Rodgers Kenyon Greenawalt Sumter, SC 
Elisa Frances Carbone Acworth, GA Richard Holland Groom Silver Spring, MD 
Todd Michael Cataruzolo Barrington, IL Jason Tobias Grove Greer, SC 
Robert Anthony Chandler Pelzer, SC Heidi Ann Hansen Silver Spring, MD 
Amy Joann Cody York, SC Robert Gambill Heller, Jr. Sumter, SC 
"Susanne Cheryl Conley Stockton, NJ Tod David Henry Clemson, SC 
Leslie Anne Correll Irmo, SC +"'Jason Cline Hollifield Bostic, NC 
Sarah Ashley Craig Columbia, SC +"Cynthia Joy Hopp Millersville, MD 
Eric Todd Crawford North Augusta, SC Jimmie Burton Howell II Brevard, NC 
'Kelly Kathryn Creighton Columbia, SC Stephannie Nichole Howell Columbia, SC 
Alison Dyer Crouch Greenville, SC Stephen Grayson Howell Sumter, SC 
Michael Jason Cummins Spring, TX Alfred Leo Huggins, Jr. Alcolu , SC 
Management (continued) 
Michelle Leigh Hunnicutt ______ Clemson, SC Todd Douglas Radlein ______ Summerville, SC 
Ronald Scott Hunter Easley, SC Margaret Elaine Ravan Greer, SC 
Allison Anne Jakubecy Dunwoody, GA Kathryn Jean Reichard Dallas, TX 
David Andrew Johnson Clemson, SC Dean Stephen Richardson Plantation, FL 
Sarah Elaine Johnson Rains, SC Meredith Anne Ritchie Florence, SC 
Francis Bennett Kapp San Antonio, TX Angela Michelle Robinson Columbia, SC 
Christopher Carr Kaufmann Atlanta, GA Chris Ruff Pomaria, SC 
Bonnie Jean Kelly Baton Rouge, LA Robert Todd Sadler Greenville, SC 
Glenn Hampton King Greenville, SC Paul Daniel Sanders Arlington, VA 
Rosemary King Montclair, NJ Shahida Jabeen Sange Greenville, SC 
+·John Damon Kirk Ramsey, NJ Robert Crouch Satcher Lexington, SC 
Vanessa Leigh Krimminger Lancaster, SC Amy Victoria Scircle Gilbert, SC 
Brady Ray Lester Clemson, SC Trent E. Shadwick St Petersburg, FL 
Jennifer Marlene Lew Walhalla, SC Steven Swift Shafer Youngstown, NY 
+·Tamara Anne Lilly Clearwater, FL Sean Christopher Sheeran Wyckoff, NJ 
John Anthony Littlefield Laurinburg, NC ·Jay Christopher Shields Pittsburgh, PA 
Jeffery Wayne Lockman Statesville, NC Eric McMurray Smarr Greenville, SC 
Leigh Ann Lomax Greenville, SC Michael Anthony Smart Bishopville, SC 
Matias Losen Ciudad, Guatemala Jeffrey Alan Smith Greenville, SC 
Nathan Wayne Martin Fort Mill, SC John Hunter Stevens Easley, SC 
Elisa Judith Mason Newberry, SC Grace Renea Surls Anderson, SC 
Jeffrey Michael McCall Greenville, SC Erik Bowman Taylor Greenville, SC 
Jody Lea McMahan Mountain Rest, SC Thomas Wyatt Templeton, Jr. Rock Hill, SC 
Nancy Leigh McNeely Easley, SC Kristi Lynn Torgler Hampton, VA 
James Avery Merritt Manassas, VA Jeffrey Lynn Treece Pittsburgh, PA 
Lisa Renee Montagna Greenville, SC Jennifer Trinh Ridgewood, NJ 
Cassandra Lynn Musulin Lexington, KY Antonio Joseph Troiano Gaithersburg, MD 
Michael Horace Nichols Rock Hill, SC Adrianna Lee Trombini Mauldin, SC 
Jeffrey Michael Nordby Mill Creek, WA Kristen Marie Wagner Boca Raton, FL 
Bradford Yates Parnell Tuscaloosa, AL Christopher Shane Wall Greenville, SC 
Kinzi Brooks Pavlasek Columbia, SC Mary Elizabeth Wallace Columbia, SC 
Brian Mark Peters Chevy Chase, MD +··Michael Brandon Waters Forest City, NC 
James Lee Peters, Jr. Inman, SC Robert Richmond Weaver Atlanta, GA 
.. Christine Louise Peterson Plano, TX Margaret Elizabeth West Greenville, SC 
Erik Stephen Phillips Terra Linda, CA + .. Karen Jo-Ellen Wheeler Seneca, SC 
Michael Henry Phillips Lexington, SC James Kirby White Yemassee, SC 
Robert Albert Porter Ill Aiken, SC John Aaron Witt Greenwood, SC 
Sean Richard Power Little Silver, NJ •steven Douglas Witten Myrtle Beach, SC 
Margaret Beth Prospero Maryville, TN +·Matthew Alan Yaggie Spartanburg, SC 
Marketing 
Christie Anna Adams ______ Spartanburg, SC Frederick J. Harris Charleston, SC 
Kerri Susan Baldwin Anderson, SC Timothy D. Hazo Wilton, CT 
Mary Colleen Bauer Hilton Head Island, SC Margaret Prince Hecht Richmond, VA 
Michael Marion Beasley Bishopville , SC John Richard Herczogh Seneca, SC 
Michael John Bitzer Providence, RI Jennifer Lynn Hicks Mclean, VA 
·susan Melissa Bonnette Summerville, SC ·Lori Lee Hinnant Rock Hill, SC 
Angela Anne Boyette Greenville, SC Joseph Alva Holliday Woodstock, GA 
Brad Lamar Brooks Anderson, SC Nanette Holloway Greenwood, SC 
James Rea Cadieu Taylors, SC Carmen Kellett Huskamp Greenville, SC 
Brian Ashley Carpenter Columbia, SC Wayne Frank Johnson Millsboro, DE 
Anna Louise Carter Newberry, SC ·Erin Eldora Kaasa Fort Smith, AR 
Christie Lynn Chandler Conway, SC Tracy Ann Kahian Middleboro, MA 
Clarence Ramsey Clyatt Ill Greenville, DE Timothy Ronald Kimmons Spartanburg, SC 
·Kelly Michelle Cochran Greenville, SC Kathryn Susanne Lee Simpsonville, SC 
Michael Consalazio Wellington, FL Daniel Harrison Leon Morristown, NJ 
Marion Brabham Crooks Ill Greenville, SC •Jean Renee Lynch Greenville, SC 
Paul William Curry Seminole, FL Luis Alfredo Manrara ___ Rio Piedras, Puerto Rico 
Monica Michelle Dacus Greenville, SC .. Angela Kay Marsengill Miami, FL 
Kathleen Marie Daly Mendham, NJ ·cynthia Gay Mason Union, SC 
Mary Irene Daubenspeck Piedmont, SC Mendy Ann Masters Easley, SC 
Kristen Ann Daugherty Greenville, SC Richard Scott Mathias Poolesville, MD 
William Shelton Delk, Jr. Surfside Beach, SC Charles Ronald Mauney, Jr. Columbia, SC 
Dorie Yvonne Denholm Fairlax, VA Brooks Lynn McAlister Woodruff, SC 
Robyn Edana Earnhardt Spartanburg, SC Tara Jean McAvoy Greenville, SC 
+·Stacey Lyn Eichmeyer Greenville, SC Leslie S. Meadowcroft Binghamton, NY 
Mia Klenise Evans Atlanta, GA Tate Alexander Moorhead Gaffney, SC 
Jeffrey Keith Fricano Prospect Heights, IL Keith Kenneth Morecraft Clinton, NJ 
Whitney Palmer Giddings Evanston, IL Phillip Ross Mullikin Bay Crty, TX 
Stacy Lois Glenn Spartanburg, SC Douglas Peter Nunziato North Augusta, SC 
·Julie Jones Godshall Greenville, SC Wallace Randolph Owens Greenville, SC 
Timothy John Grashuis Seneca, SC ... Elizabeth Anne Owensby ____ Spartanburg, SC 
Lee Clinton Green Clemson, SC Ashley VanNess Pearce Delray Beach, FL 
Marketing (continued) 
Christopher Eric Picht Hatt Moon Bay, CA Leslie Darlene Taylor _ _ _ ____ Anderson, SC 
Tiffani LaChandra Pierce Atlanta, GA 'Margaret Freeman Taylor Louisville, KY 
Sharon Marie Pinnavaia __ Port Jefferson Station, NY Mary Melinda Taylor Orlando, FL 
Daniel Derrick Plowden Rock Hill, SC Bradley Jay Thomas Hudson, OH 
Melissa Puyana St Louis, MO Tori Anne Vernier Dunwoody, GA 
James Patrick Rawls Laurel, MD Vicki Lee Volsen Summerville, SC 
Elissa Renee Readling Spartanburg, SC "Matthew Arth Wasnok Brookhaven, NY 
Sean Patrick Ryan Aiken, SC Christian Lee White Florence, SC 
Michael Anthony Smart Bishopville, SC Samuel Browne White , Jr. Greenville, SC 
Angela Harris Smith Lexington, SC Katherine Anne Whiteman Greenville, SC 
+''Paige Elizabeth Sovern Charlotte, NC Catherine Diane Wiggins Suwanee, GA 
"Lisa Marie Stokely South Charleston, WV Anthony Brett Williams Decatur, AL 
Meredith Ellen Swanzy Herndon, VA 
Textile Chemistry 
'"Walter Scott Allen ______ Simpsonville, SC 'Heidi Faye Scheerer _ _____ Spartanburg, SC 
Patrick Neil Anderson Greenville, SC Eva Surana Florence, SC 
''Tommy Christopher Crain Simpsonville, SC "'Eric Michael Thompson Central, SC 
Andrew Douglas Langston Mauldin, SC Alison Wren White Greensboro, NC 
Kerry Denise Merritt Isle of Palms, SC 
Textile Management 
Steven Louis Alfaro ________ Charlotte, NC ''Carey Christine Jordan ______ Beaumont, TX 
Vanessa Sabrina Goethe Beaufort, SC Shannon Aileen LeGrand Columbia, SC 
Gregory John Herbst Buffalo, NY Thomas Joseph Reardon Greer, SC 
Ashley Thompson Hyche Simpsonville, SC James Bradley Sims Ware Shoals, SC 
Brad Alan Jones Anderson, SC Andrew Bernard Tremblay Harvard, MA 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
GORDON WALTER GRAY, Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Early Childhood Education 
Amanda Jane Albea Rockmart, GA Linda Jeanne Kovacik _______ Columbia, SC 
Heather Chanlyn Aldret ___ Hilton Head Island, SC 'Amy Melissa Krenytzky Broad Run, VA 
Michele Jon Barnett Annapolis, MD Danielle Diane Leach Summerville, SC 
"Holly Ann Bridges Greenville, SC Jennifer Anne Lutkowski Holmdel, NJ 
'Katherine Joely Buck Cheraw, SC 'Tammy Murray Lone Star, SC 
Cynthia Ann Burnett Dunwoody, GA 'Farley Elizabeth Pannell Greenville, SC 
Camille Irene Canaday Bowman, SC 'Tamora Grooms Price Goose Creek, SC 
Margaret Joanna Cothran Columbia, SC Amanda Paige Rivers Columbia, SC 
Melinda Marie Darby Chester, SC Katherine Jackson Scott Greenville, SC 
'Traci Lynn Dinkins Sumter, SC Jodie Shieder Grover, SC 
Tammy Renee Floyd Florence, SC ' Mary Ann Smith North Augusta, SC 
Mary Angela Gilreath Williamston, SC Michael Anthony Tait Compton, CA 
•Jennifer Lea Hammett Anderson, SC Elizabeth Rhodes Townsend Columbia, SC 
Mariann Patricia Herbert Anderson, SC Jennifer Dianne Walker Lexington, SC 
·Amelia Jane Howard Simpsonville, SC Jennifer Gayle Wiseman Greenwood, SC 
Vickie Marie Kelly Liberty, SC 
Elementary Education 
Cheryl Alison Ashley _______ Anderson, SC 'Karen Allison Fields ______ Cumberland, MD 
Charmaine Marie Avarello Conway, SC Paula Elizabeth Fooshe Greenwood, SC 
Jenifer Jane Bates Honea Path, SC Dawn Gisele Ford North Augusta, SC 
Laura Littlejohn Benston Greenville, SC "Kimberley Diane George Greenville, SC 
+"'Terry Swenson Blair West Union, SC Kristi Dawn Gordon Rock Hill, SC 
+"'Melissa Anne Brock Iva, SC Tara Marie Gregori Charleston, SC 
'Sara Frances Brown Pacolet, SC '"Paige Quarles Harrison Seneca, SC 
Janice Dooley Burger Greenville, SC Amy Elizabeth Henderson Greenville, SC 
Pamela Louise Busbee Columbia, SC Julia Elizabeth Hollman Columbus, IN 
Elizabeth Sue Butterfield Orange Park, FL Stacy Anne Holloman Oakton, VA 
Andrea Lynn Campbell Taylors , SC Deborah Anne Hurst Cheraw, SC 
Yolonda Michelle Chaplin Columbia, SC 'Prentice Diane Hurst Hartsville, SC 
"De'Borah Totman Chapman Easley, SC Michelle Mclellan Hydrick Easley, SC 
Lea Michelle Chapman Greenville, SC 'Christina Le igh Jepson Travelers Rest. SC 
Kendell Anne Cornish Greenville, SC Amy Leigh Johnson Anderson, SC 
Katherine Rachael Creech Greenville, SC Helen Kinloch Johnson Vienna, VA 
'Eugenia Elaine Crosby St Matthews, SC Tyla Leigh Johnson Piedmont, SC 
Angela Marie Dolby Leesburg, VA Carolyn Mendicott Jordan Anderson, SC 
•Jennifer Lynn Eudy Anderson, SC Ami Kristin Keese Seneca, SC 
Nicole Rae Faires Atlanta , GA 'Kirsten Kelly West Palm Beach, FL 
'Lisa Ann Fallaw Aiken, SC Stacy Elizabeth Kiesling Pawleys Island, SC 
Elementary Education (continued) 
'Susan Ellen Kretzschmar _____ Dunwoody, GA Lea Ellen Peals Aiken, SC 
Christina Anne Larkin Hartsville, SC •Mary Courtney Powers Florence, SC 
Kevin Patrick Lee Derwood, MD Tracey LaTrice Rice Townville, SC 
•Michelle Lee Darlington, SC •Merry Beth Robinson Greenville, SC 
Jennifer Denise Lewis Abbeville, SC •Tracy Diane Rochester Westminster, SC 
•Jacqueline Jones Little Easley, SC Amity Alexis Shively Lake Wylie, SC 
Mary Patterson Madden Laurens, SC Gregory Cashwell Skipper Six Mile, SC 
·Nancy Jean Marshall Kingwood, TX ·Robyn Taylor Simpsonville, SC 
•Adrienne Michelle Martin Clemson, SC Angela Marie Tiano Charleston, SC 
Tammy Renee Martin Lexington, SC ... Laura Marie Tucker Sandy Run, SC 
Lori Elizabeth Martino Wayne, NJ 'Kathleen Evans Wetzel ___ Town and Country, MO 
Katherine Corbin McKeown Rock Hill, SC 'Codie Jean Wicker Newberry, SC 
"Charlotte Cynthia Mcleod Darlington, SC Jennifer Joy Williams Montvale, NJ 
'Sandy Michelle Mitchell Belton, SC Rebecca Louise Williams Arlington, VA 
Talitha Lynn Moore Lancaster, PA Melodee Anne Witherspoon Barnwell, SC 
Shannon Leigh Moorhead Anderson, SC Jennifer Lea Yawn Chapin, SC 
... Laura Nicole Nichols Clemson, SC "Michelle Zambelli Miami Lakes, FL 
Susan Lynn Orr Walhalla, SC 
Secondary Education 
Nancy Katharine Anderson ____ _ Anderson, SC 'Amy Elizabeth Louthan _______ Aiken, SC 
Angela Lynn Arve Walhalla, SC ·Laura Nancy McPherson Dunwoody, GA 
'Susan Marie Barrineau Newberry, SC Jeffery Allen Menegay Greenville, SC 
Kelly Reese Cook Richmond, VA "Keith Allen Neuberger Reisterstown, MD 
Sarah Beth DelCollo Charleston, SC Karin H.C. Otto Spartanburg, SC 
Tracy Brian Duncan Seneca, SC Lawrence Howard Overbaugh Ladson, SC 
James Creighton Fewster Rock Hill, SC Cara Louise Paulk Hahira, GA 
Chriss Hanson Flynn, Jr. Chester, SC Angela Renee Peters Elizabethton, TN 
Barbara Concetta Gadecki Camcen, SC Melissa Ami Ringel Huntington, NY 
Carlene Renee Gilstrap Liberty, SC Angela Marie Wilson Rogers Walhalla, SC 
+ .. Patricia Lynn Godwin Cambridge, OH Amy Rowe Stone Mountain, GA 
"Shannon Lucille Goforth Blacksburg, SC Lauren Michelle Schmoltze Columbia, SC 
Margaret Anne Hahn Charleston, SC Thomas Glen Schmolze North Augusta, SC 
Jannah Ami Hayes Green Sea, SC 'Leah Marie Shockley Seneca, SC 
Sondra Smith Hennessee Easley, SC ·Bonnie Lee Slyce West Columbia, SC 
Melissa Lynn Hicks Amelia Island, FL Gregory William Thrift Seneca, SC 
Tiffany Michelle Holland Anderson, SC Mark Dilling Welch Charleston, SC 
Grant William Hunter Myrtle Beach.SC LeAnne Wevodau Elkton, MD 
F. Scott Kearse Darlington, SC 'Shannon Dean Wham Gray Court, SC 
Lesley Michelle Looper Easley, SC Doris Ann Hickman Zaitz Loris, SC 
Special Education 
'Tamela Grace Cox _ _ _______ Easley, SC Sarah Ann Kartman ________ Randolph, NY 
Shannon Elizabeth Dean Easley, SC •Aimee Margaret Lovelace Rock Hill, SC 
·wendy Olyna Fowler Woodrulf, SC 'Kimberly C. Patterson Easley, SC 
Robin Elaine Groover Greenville, SC Elizabeth Leona Sharbaugh Charleston, SC 
Gail Ann Groulx Woodstock, Canada Tammi Lynn Theriot Bartow, FL 
Karen Marie Hammett Rock Hill, SC 'Daphne Page Whitelaw Orleans, MA 
DOUBLE MAJOR 
Secondary Education and English 
·Anna Maria Hitt Liberty , SC 
Secondary Education and History 
David Andrew Eck _________ Seneca, SC "Derek William Field _ ______ Cherry Hill, NJ 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Graphic Communications 
Sheri Lynn Alexander -,--- ---·North Augusta, SC Jody Lynn Hall __________ ~Pelion , SC 
Anna Kathleen Clement Jacksonville, FL Kristy Lee Helms Charlotte, NC 
Lynn Michelle Driver Spartanburg, SC 'Kimberly Jane Howell Rock Hill , SC 
Kristin Clare Frantz Long Valley, NJ Brian Charles Lease Annapolis, MD 
Lisa Ann Frazier Houston, TX Bethany Christine McGinn Marshfield, MA 
Dennis Michael Graber Columbia, SC James Hunter McGraw Plantation, FL 
Stephen Paul Graham La Plata, MD Kevin Franklin Smith White Plains, MD 
Industrial Education 
Robert Franklin Edwards ______ ,..,,.Enoree, SC 
Jeff Donald Graham Ninety Six, SC 
"'John Edward Patterson -----~ Saluda, SC 
Deborah Denise Sellaway Columbia, SC 
"Patrick James Gunter Batesburg, SC William Ronald Smarr, Jr. Great Falls, SC 
Angelus Leverette McCormick, SC 
Mathematics Teaching 
Melissa Elaine Bailey Newberry, SC Jennifer Lea Mundy _ _____ ____ Elgin, SC 
Jacob Barr Hemingway, SC Christopher Lee Seay Greer, SC 
Tracey Templeton Bradley ____ Greenwood, SC Serena Brown Southerland Seneca, SC 
•Amy Elizabeth Brown Piedmont, SC 'Timothy Franklin Taylor West Union, SC 
. .. Amber Elizabeth Buckhiester ___ Dahlonega, GA •Michael Oscar Thorsland Liberty, SC 
Wendy Leigh Copeland Greenville, SC Walter Alfred Tobin Orangeburg, SC 
Helen Elizabeth Hood Lexington, SC Stephanie Sprouse Tuten Spartanburg, SC 
·Elizabeth Smyth Lee Sumter, SC Christy Noel Watson Greer, SC 
•Jay Bradley McJunkin Norris, SC ••Tamara Latrice Wright Sumter, SC 
Science Teaching 
Susan Elizabeth Aughey Punta Gorda, FL Janet Lynne Fields ________ Easley, SC 
Cary Danielle Bailey Cowpens, SC Kristine Valarie Glore Ladson, SC 
.. Amy Margaret Bennett ___ South Charleston, WV Julie Kaye Harris Roebuck, SC 
Aaron Boyles Central, SC Bridget Renee Holton Batesburg, SC 
William Mred Carter II Pendleton, SC James Michael Mayer Walhalla, SC 
Jessica Kay Crowe Dacusville , SC Jonathan David Sarratt Gaffney, SC 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
THOMAS MICHAEL KEINATH, Dean 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Agricultural Engineering 
(Agricultural Engineering is jointly administered by the College of 
Agricultural Sciences and the College of Engineering.) 
Richard Lawson Babb, Jr. Easley, SC Kelly Christopher Price ______ Pensacola, FL 
Ceramic 
Cristilea Viloria Agustin ______ Goose Creek, SC 
Anna McCoy Beasley Aiken, SC 
+ .. Douglas Owen Brod Westerville, OH 
Leif Andrew Busby Simpsonville, SC 
Sean Michael Case Newbury, MA 
.. Jacques Colin Cuneo New Orleans, LA 
Laurie Jean Fassett East Springfield, NY 
Louis Anthony Fayard Charleston, SC 
.. Eric Richard Fedele Greenville, SC 
Richard Warren Galway, Jr. Greenville, SC 
·Eugene G. Hatcher Medford Lakes, NJ 
Kenneth Joe Hewlett Matawan. NJ 
Byron Scott Holcombe Seneca, SC 
Michael Raymond Klenda Walhalla, SC 
•shawn David Knowles East Berne, NY 
Chemical 
+ .. Anders Price Becklund~--- Jacksonville, NC 
Calvin Weston Beddingfield Greenville, SC 
... Richard Wilson Barry Ill Taylors, SC 
Michael William Bridgers Savannah, GA 
Camillya Shyvonne Bryant Anderson, SC 
Keith James Burgio Corning, NY 
Bruce Fraser Campbell Carrollton, KY 
+•Kevin Patrick Constantine Tega Cay, SC 
Benjamin Mark Cox Anderson, SC 
Kelly Annette Davis Rock Hill , SC 
Karin Jo Deeg St Simons Island, GA 
Angela Lynn Dillon Columbia, SC 
Thomas Rudolph Fitz Monroe , CT 
Peter Palmer Gourdin Ill Pineville , SC 
+ .. Tracy Lynn Hamilton Fort Mill, SC 
Robert Walter Howell Lee, FL 
Engineering 
John Robert Mason Ridgefield, CT 
•Michael Arthur McMann Blue Point, NY 
·Thomas Wayne Messner New Castle, PA 
+' .. Mary Elizabeth Parker Anderson, SC 
Hunter Scott Patterson Liberty, SC 
Bradley Ryan Postage Greenville, SC 
Amy Lynn Puchak Tannersville, PA 
+'•Robert James Sayre Algonquin , IL 
Samuel Lewis Sherard Greenwood, SC 
•Michael Joseph Stanchina _ __ Medford Lakes, NJ 
Charles William Stephens Goose Creek, SC 
Neil William Weber Ill Anderson, SC 
Thomas Edward Wertz Newark, DE 
•carie Christine Wilkinson _ __ West Palm Beach, FL 
Engineering 
+·Nancy Marie Hyatt Spartanburg, SC 
·Felicia Littlejohn Simpsonville, SC 
Elizabeth Lynn Mancini Kennett Square, PA 
Constance Lynne Morris Fort Mill, SC 
Paul Wallace Munn Hartsville, SC 
Asit A. Patel Jonesboro, GA 
Bryan Grant Pittenger Richmond, VA 
Shara Robin Renfro Lavonia, GA 
Carlos Mathieu Sanchez Columbia, SC 
+•Dyan Michelle Spinnato Columbia, SC 
John Scott Stadalsky Campobello, SC 
Jennifer Robin Swanson Charleston, SC 
+·Willard Darrell Thompson, Jr. Sumter, SC 
•sally Ann Wilde North Augusta, SC 
Gordon Francis Wilson Simpsonville, SC 
··wendy Ann Wollenhaupt ____ Lawrenceville, GA 
Civil Engineering 
+•Stephen Andrew Ackerman ---= Columbia, SC Perry Michael DePue II _ _ _ ___ Williamsburg, VA 
Thomas Jason Allison Simpsonville, SC Matthew Scott Drewello Oakland, NJ 
Gregory Avitabile New Fairfield, CT Colleen Marie Elden Laurel, MD 
James Arthur Benton, Jr. Charleston, SC +·Julie Carol Evans Columbia, SC 
Michael James Busch Charlotte, NC Kimberly Anne Finney Bowie, MD 
Anthony Scott Carroll York, SC Ashley Gayle Forbes Greenville, SC 
John Roland Cobb Greenville, SC Charles Kenneth Gantt, Jr. Liberty, SC 
·William L. Corder, Jr. Bonneau , SC Kevin Leon Gantt Leesville, SC 
Richard Alan Deeb Blacksburg, VA Mary Catherine Heery Vineland, NJ 
Thomas 0 . Deer Ill Mt Pleasant , SC Charles C. Hiott Charleston, SC 
Clvll Engineering 
Michael Cleveland Holden ------~Inman , SC 
David Max Johns Marion, SC 
(continued) 
Micha&I Louis McClellan _____ -=----coOcala, FL 
Susan Supan Monroy Goose Creek, SC 
Jonathan W. Kassap Rockville Centre, NY 
Kyle David Kelly Fort Pierce, FL 
Sheri Ann Koscher Mauldin, SC 
Kent Allen Lackey Arlington, VA 
Erik Adam Lehnhoff Lexington, SC 
Computer 
Andrew Jeremy Adamec ---- ---=-,....Mauldin, SC 
·william Tyson Altman Charleston, SC 
.. Jeffrey David Ball Marietta, GA 
Brian Alan Burdette Mebane, NC 
·chartes Michael Campbell Manteo, NC 
Kenith Shane Dacus Taylors , SC 
Charles Edward Fortanbary Barnwell, SC 
•Mark Eric Hefner Lancaster, SC 
+ .. Terry Wayne Jackson Inman, SC 
Electrical 
Bruce Lee Anneaux Charleston, SC 
+·Elsworth Ernest Barrington, Jr. ___ Salisbury, NC 
Elliott Logan Bell Spartanburg, SC 
+• .. Stanley Thomas Birchfield Columbia, SC 
Branson T. Blair Ninety Six, SC 
Martin Frank Bolek Dunedin, FL 
Robert Michael Brefka Pelion, SC 
Jocelyn Michelle Brown Charleston, SC 
Paul Edward Brown Ill Atlanta, GA 
Ken Alan Busch Walhalla, SC 
+''John Charles Carter Ill Seneca, SC 
Aaron Scott Crain Greer, SC 
Kerry Ray Crozier Leesville, SC 
Alan Kent Daniel North Augusta , SC 
Michael Wayne Davis II Simpsonville , SC 
Marcus Nathaniel Dicks Aiken, SC 
Jemmott Steven Duncan Greenville, SC 
Tareq Mohamed El-Imam Cairo, Egypt 
Christopher William Fettes _ _ Garden City Beach, SC 
Brian Henry Fischer Orangeburg, SC 
Timothy Ramsey Foreman Towson, MD 
Eugene Edward Forney Johns Island, SC 
William Charles Gambrell, Jr. Honea Path, SC 
Sherry Lynn Glasgow Greenville, SC 
Darryl Duval Gross Vernon, CT 
Steven Leon Harris Ladson, SC 
Gregory Blaine Hart Atlanta , GA 
Herbert Wilhoit Haselden Moncks Corner, SC 
+ .. Michael Scott Hunnicutt Easley, SC 
Aaron Michael Kamenick Great Falls, VA 
Pamela Lynn Ostensen Dewitt, Ml 
Dean Marvin Rhoads Sumter, SC 
Kevin Edward Suriano Colorado Springs, CO 
Harold Eugene Trone, Jr. Hanover, PA 
James William Webster, Jr. Walterboro, SC 
Engineering 
.. Diana Cathleen Langseth _____ Arlington, VA 
Ian Alexander Morrison Goose Creek, SC 
·Holly Lynn Ohanian Gainesville, FL 
• Jian Qiu Ou Charleston, SC 
... John Mark Shea Camden, SC 
•James Lewis Stevenson II Fort Mill, SC 
+ .. Brian Craig Theobald Lawrenceville, GA 
Edward John Tulauskas, Jr. Easley, SC 
Engineering 
Christos Karasiotos Athens, Greece 
Amelia Elizabeth Kennedy Columbia, SC 
•Robert B. Kime Ill Climax, NC 
John Lawrence Lackovic Ill Pittsburgh, PA 
Matthew Jason Leeling Burke, VA 
Scott Randall Lindsay Waynesville, NC 
John Terrell Lipscomb Ill Cowpens, SC 
Robert William Mann Chester, SC 
·william Derek Matthews Florence, SC 
·Robert Frederick McElveen, Jr. _ __ Kingstree, SC 
•Roger Clayton Miller Woodruff, SC 
Hussein M. Mohamad Easley, SC 
+ .. Brian Dee Moss Lawrenceville, GA 
.. Robert Thien Phan Simpsonville, SC 
Greg Scott Rooney Charlotte, NC 
Robert Wylie Scruggs, Jr. Chesnee, SC 
Joel Augustus Sigman Clinton, SC 
Gary Dean Sm~h Easley, SC 
David Leonard Smoak Charleston, SC 
Michael Dale Townsend Conway, SC 
Edward John Tulauskas, Jr. Easley, SC 
Thais Anissa Turner Bennettsville, SC 
Scott Allen Underwood Silver Spring, MD 
William Thomas Upton Greenwood, SC 
Robert M. Walker Cana, VA 
Stephen Patrick Wehrle Summerville, SC 
Kevin William White Winston-Salem, NC 
.. Thomas David Williams Pendleton, SC 
Kyle Anderson Woosley Charlotte, NC 
Engineering Analysis 
Jeffrey Brink Culler Lexington, SC 
Scott Allen Curry Temple, TX 
.. Katherine Elizabeth Gordon __ West Columbia, SC 
Industrial 
Kimberly Darnell Caldwell Augusta, GA 
·shannon Elizabeth Eason Greenville, SC 
+· .. Matthew Wade Feldman _ __ College Station, TX 
Michael Scott Gordon Spartanburg, SC 
Casey Laura Griner Lake Wylie , SC 
Jennifer Ramona Hannah Bishopville, SC 
Robert Taylor Harrell Florence, SC 
Janice Marie Harrison Shalimar, FL 
Effzlin Fitzgerald Haynes Ridgeville, SC 
Christina Lee Hill Greenville, SC 
Cathy Cassandra Howard Athens, GA 
Anita Cesarine Hudson Connelly Springs, NC 
Sean Patrick Kelley Lexington, KY 
Robert Christopher Kugler Columbia, SC 
John William Ledbetter Ill Summerville, SC 
Julianne Marie LeFevre Knoxville , TN 
•Donny Mark Melton Easley, SC 
Eric Humes Simmons·--------,A-nderson, SC 
Engineering 
Walter James Murphy, Jr. _ _____ Fanwood, NJ 
William Ross O'Dell, Jr. Madison, GA 
Brian Scott Pinion Walhalla, SC 
Amy Moorefield Pulling Chester, VA 
Matthew Stanley Rich Greer, SC 
Audrey Yvette Riley Swansea, SC 
•Michael Paul Rogari Hanover, PA 
Greg John Seilkop Dayton, OH 
Phillip Allen Smith Westminster, SC 
•David Elwood Thomas Fort Mill, SC 
•Rhett Edward Tompkins Dillon, SC 
Marc Richard Turcotte Wading River, NY 
Jacqueline Laverne Williams Barnwell, SC 
Kimberly Michelle Wilson Clarendon, VT 
William Dennison Witbeck, Jr. Sumter, SC 
Mechanical Engineering 
William Allen Anderson Burke, VA Vinayak Chandrakant Kutte Taylors, SC 
Craig Dee Banaszewski Aiken, SC Michael Scott Liddle Anderson, SC 
James Robert Bates Piedmont, SC ... Jolie Ann Long Westminster, SC 
+• .. Irene Jane Beyerlein Clemson, SC Franklin Lee Lucas, Jr. Darlington, SC 
Jeremy Scott Boccabello Murrells Inlet, SC Robert Donald Maner Winston-Salem, NC 
+·scott Andrew Bridges Taylors, SC Bradley Thomas Merritt Fort Mill, SC 
Denise Lorraine Buhner Warminster, PA Marc Dexter Michael Atlanta, GA 
Lee Bradley Chapman Greenville, SC Athena Marie Miller Charleston, SC 
Nathaniel Brentley Cobb Rock Hill, SC Chadwick Earl Millinor Salisbury, NC 
Michael John Connelly Allendale, NJ + .. Brett Eugene Naglreiter Palm Cny, FL 
Michael Tholan Crosby Moncks Corner, SC Jeffery Todd Norford Waynesboro, VA 
•Timothy Fredrick Daley Enoree, SC James Richard Nutt Hatboro, PA 
Henry Eugene Delk, Jr. Barnwell, SC +• .. Robin Dalton Owens Taylors, SC 
+•James Thomas De Vane Conyers, GA Richard Michael Palladino Lancaster, SC 
•Paul Marcus Evans Lexington, SC •Ryan Edward Phemister Columbia, SC 
Christopher Shannon Farmer Charleston, SC +·John Montgomery Preston VI Knoxville, TN 
Michael Earl Faulkenberry Kershaw, SC Todd Forrest Reid Greenville, SC 
Galen Daniel Fletcher II Columbia, SC Craig David Schutte LaGrange, GA 
Darby Sean Gallagher Moncks Corner, SC Charles Nelson Seaberg Radford, VA 
Bradley James Gauldin Danville, VA +· .. Richard Andrew Seman, Jr. ___ Monroeville, PA 
James Jackson Geddings, Jr. _ __ Spartanburg, SC Kevin John Sferro Vandalia, OH 
Michael John Gimble! Parsippany, NJ .. David Keith Smith Charleston, SC 
Bryan Eugene Griffin Columbia, SC George Mills Stansberry Winter Park, FL 
Jack Brooks Hafner II Townville, SC William Ralph Stone, Jr. Greenville, SC 
Robert James Hammill, Jr. Summerville, SC Kirk Wallace Taylor Simpsonville, SC 
Kelly Shane Harrelson Mullins, SC Everett Chad Webb Gaffney, SC 
Kevin Kenealy Hart Sarasota, FL Matthew Charles Westendorf Greenville, SC 
Russell Howard Hill Lugoff, SC Stephen LaMont White Greenville, SC 
Regan W. Houang Clemson, SC Robert David Wilkerson, Jr. ____ North Augusta, SC 
Cindy Mechelle Jordan Darlington, SC Amy Elizabeth Winn Conway, SC 
Trevor Scott Kalbaugh Columbia, MD Eric Alan Wood Greenville, SC 
Kevin Ansel King Bishopville, SC Henry Bader Yates Randolph, NJ 
John Courtenay Knox Honea Path, SC 
COLLEGE OF FOREST AND RECREATION RESOURCES 
BENTON HOLCOMB BOX, Dean 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Forest Products 
Tobey Jay Elgin Greenville, SC 
Forest Resource 
John Larry Bell, Jr. ------~ Walterboro, SC 
... Gary Owen Burger Ridge Spring, SC 
Kenneth Dean llderton Summerville, SC 
John Anthony Lamm, Jr. Camden, SC 
Samuel Dantzler Montgomery Ill Elloree, SC 
James Jacob Mueller Anderson, SC 
Management 
Michael Benjamin Norwood _ _____ Camden, SC 
William Keller Reasonover Camden, SC 
Bradley Allen Schwartzman Charleston, SC 
Steven Donald Smith Winston-Salem, NC 
·Mark Brandon Tinsley Anderson, SC 
Parks, Recreation, and Tourism Management 
Stacy O'neale Atkinson _ _ ____ Charleston, SC Shanna Rachelle Howard Bristol, TN 
Peter Lawrence Bailey Salisbury, NC Elizabeth Lee Johnson Jacksonville, FL 
Christopher Daniel Barsh a St George, SC Gretchen Lynne Kuglar Cedartown, GA 
Charles Thomas Blandford Annapolis, MD Christina McKee Martin Lockhart, SC 
•Dianne Louise Bravis Plant Cny, FL Larry Richard Miller Charleston, SC 
Mimi Ann Santos Burgos Camarillo, CA ·Amy Teresa Mizell Perry, GA 
Mary Anne Bylenga Greenville, SC Mark David Montgomery Clover, SC 
.. Tracy Denise Center Greenville, SC Patrick Scott Parkins Orlando, FL 
Marjorie Frances Clark Spartanburg, SC Paul Garibay Patrick White Oak, SC 
Tammie LaRue East Aiken, SC Ira Sidney Rainwater IV Florence, SC 
Eugenia Monique Everett Newport News, VA Michele Richardson Miami, FL 
Robert Ensley Feemster, Jr. Clemson, SC .. Gregg Lewis Silver Chelmsford, MA 
Alicia Michelle Fishburne Atlanta, GA Kevin Boyd Smith Greenville, SC 
Kenneth Marshall Gardner, Jr. Greenville, SC Stephen Humphries Speaks Camden, SC 
Aimee Elizabeth Green Miami Shores, FL Kristen Lynn Stabler Columbia, SC 
Elizabeth Nell Grinter Gaffney, SC Cecily Elizabeth Stark Westfield, NJ 
Velinda Dawn Haggard Fayetteville , NC Kimberly Michelle Stephens ___ Hendersonville, NC 
Larissa Andrea Heimlich Clemson, SC Wendi Lin Stephenson Rock Hill, SC 
Carolyn Joy Hendrix Chagrin Falls, OH Todd Glidden Taylor Myrtle Beach, SC 
Eric David Hendrix North Canton, OH Mary Neves Turner Charleston, SC 
Parks, Recreation, and Tourism Management (continued) 
•Jeri Denise Vancuren·---------=,..- Stuart, FL Elizabeth Carol Wilcox ________ Gaffney, SC 
Danielle Lee Whaley Greenville, SC Rebecca Lee Wilkinson Piedmont, SC 
COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS 
ROBERT ALFRED WALLER, Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
English 
Mary I. Alling --------- Brandywine, MD •Jennifer Elizabeth Lipscomb Union, SC 
•Melissa Anne Altman Orangeburg, SC Lacey Marie Markowski Millersville, MD 
Caroline Elizabeth Anneaux Charleston, SC Anne Michele McKenzie Clemson, SC 
Alyson Jean Bailey Conover, NC Lila Bonita Mclaurin Marion, SC 
Robin Adrienne Bedenbaugh Hartsville, SC Candice Jane Mealer Charleston, SC 
Stephanie Lynn Bennett Charleston, SC Michele Alison Melton Irmo, SC 
·sheril Curtis Bond Kingston, TN Andrew Norris Mower Gladwyne, PA 
Anne Elizabeth Campbell Kings Mountain, NC 'Debra Renee Novotny Louisville, KY 
'Tora Louise Cureton Lancaster, SC •Jodi Lynn Polisano Neptune, NJ 
Mary Kathryn Daniel Hemingway, SC Anne Maree Pressley Chester, SC 
Lynn Meredith Decker Westfield, NJ Lori Patrice Robinson Mauldin, SC 
William Frederick Dirst Harrison, AR ·suzanne Elaine Rook Atlanta, GA 
... Lyn Anne Edewaard Fort Lauderdale, FL William Croskeys Royall Charleston, SC 
Karin Ann Farley Toms River, NJ Allison Earle Rush Greenville, SC 
Edward Jay Foster, Jr. Basking Ridge, NJ Allissa Colleen Savage Virginia Beach, VA 
•Jennifer Margaret Goree Six Mile, SC Thomas John Seymour, Jr. Spartanburg, SC 
Stephen Carter Gray Greenville, SC Susan Marrjo Shattuck ___ North Myrtle Beach, SC 
·Thomas Parker Gressette, Jr. Florence, SC Michelle Denise Sims Columbia, SC 
•william Edgar Hoke Georgetown, SC Herman Jackson Smtth Ill Taylors, SC 
Heidi Lynn Huntzinger Palmyra, PA Josie Ellen Smith Clemson, SC 
Lori Ann Kiesling Tega Cay, SC Christopher Alan Stezin Newville, PA 
Lori Lynn Kimmel Flint, TX Elizabeth Fern Sugg Myrtle Beach, SC 
Michael Korinko Lexington, SC Meredith Elizabeth Upton Spartanburg, SC 
Sarah Ellen Krauss Summerville, SC ·Betti Kimberly Williams Columbia, SC 
History 
•John William Barbrey ______ Fountain Inn, SC ·Kate Georgeanne Elizabeth Meacham __ Smyma, TN 
Jean Marie Burke Greenville, SC Regina Frances Moore Clover, SC 
John Erwin Caldwell Clemson, SC Robert Walton Page Charlotte, NC 
Gilbert Ross Datz Lincrofl, NJ Jeanne Allison Pearson Rock Hill, SC 
Holly Ruth Deitz Greenville, SC Carmenlita Denise Sayles Greenville, SC 
Sandra Wayne Dukes Gastonia, NC •John Miles Tedder Pittsburgh, PA 
Katie Leigh Harlan Hampton, SC Christy Michelle Wilkins ___ Hilton Head Island, SC 
"Lewis Gregory Cook Horton Mt Pleasant, SC Rodney T. Williams Millbury, MA 
"'Heather Lee Kenimer Atlanta, GA ·John Boyd Witherspoon North, SC 
Stacy Lewis Baxley, GA Jeffery Rawlins Young Mooresville, NC 
Language and International Trade 
Kathleen E. Allen _________ Westfield, NJ Elizabeth Leigh McCall _______ Greenville, SC 
'"Linda Susan Binkley Roswell, GA Carlton Horace Moore, Jr. Columbia, SC 
Tammy Ann Brainard Madison, OH Richard Kenneth Morgan Alpharetta, GA 
Patricia Kathleen Brown Fort Myers. FL Alan Blaine Moss Conway, SC 
Brian Myil Camprini Athens, GA "Rae Ann Ninness Greenville, SC 
David Fabricio Carvajal Bay Shore, NY Christopher Martin Paul Annapolis, MD 
Amy Carolyn Caswell Spartanburg, SC •Dana Ginn Poole Roswell, GA 
Amanda Rae Cox Seneca, SC "Barry Casey Richards Clemson, SC 
Sherry Lee Daugherty Six Mile, SC Jennifer Susan Richardson Macon, GA 
Harry Willard Davis Ill Columbia, SC Zu leika Sanchez Columbia, SC 
Thad DiGiuro Louisville, KY Carrie Lynn Schramm Pittsburgh, PA 
"Colleen Theresa Dorney Marmora, NJ Kimberly Ann Shoemaker Sumter, SC 
"Kristin Anne Eberle Sylvania, OH Suzanne Shouse Greenville, SC 
Marc Robert Ford Manlius, NY Michelle Barbara Smith Owings Mills, MD 
Trisha Dunneah Foster Anderson, SC "'Kara Lee Spencer Hampton, VA 
Marcella Ann Furrow Arlington, VA Tricia Thomas Salisbury, MD 
Sandra Lynn Hamilton Wilmington, DE Kristen May Valentine Boca Raton, FL 
Brendan Lawrence Keeley Cheltenham, PA Michelle Leigh Wais Mauldin, SC 
"'Emily Elizabeth Lorch Pataskala, OH Geoffrey Thomas Wheeler Vienna, VA 
John Ashby Mack Mt Pleasant, SC Jennifer Ann Wiley Vienna, VA 
Maryam Violet Manteghi Greenville, SC Catherine Joyce Wintz Lancaster, PA 
Dana Leigh Marks Pocomoke City, MD Katherine Lea Zachary Charleston, SC 
Modern Languages 
Sabrina Antina Murdaugh ___ Varnville, SC 
Philosophy 
Sean Patrick Doyle Clemson, SC 
Political Science 
Oriel Elizabeth Acker ________ Camden, SC Bernard David Lane ___ ____ Green Pond, SC 
Harold McKinley Anderson Anderson, SC Leah Gaye Lauderback Fairfax, VA 
George S. Begg Greenville, SC Julia Mclaurin Lawton Estill, SC 
Kevin Daniel Bishop Holly Hill, SC .. Margaret Jeanette Lee Salley, SC 
Jennifer Ann Burns Clark, NJ John Douglas Martin Easley, SC 
Virgil Whatley Duffie Ill Columbia, SC Tara Lenora Rice Columbia, SC 
Jason Thomas Elliott Powdersville, SC Vincent Austin Sheheen Camden, SC 
Jennifer Beth FitzHarris Fairfax, VA Kimberly Suzanne Smith Fairfax, VA 
Tadeusz Alexander Gardocki Atlanta, GA Henry Whitmire Suber Ill Mauldin, SC 
Tanya Lee Gunter Columbia, SC Jason Ellis Sutherland Calhoun Falls, SC 
Amy Elizabeth Henderson Union, SC Michael Scott Synan Clemson, SC 
Jennifer Christine Kastello Morristown, NJ Rebecca Lynn Teets Lexington, SC 
.. Camille Kathleen Kushman Cincinnati, OH Nathaniel Paul Walters Greer, SC 
Psychology 
•Gayle Louise Allenback _____ Isle of Palms, SC Tara Love Hesselgrave _ ____ Upper Nyack, NY 
Corey Renell Amaker Lexington, SC Pamela Marie Jurgensen Little York, NJ 
Angela Taylor Amick Batesburg, SC •Elizabeth Clarke Kay Mt Pleasant, SC 
Nicola Jane Anderson St Petersburg, FL Connie Elaine Knight Greenville, SC 
Ann Worth Barton Lexington, KY ••Jennifer Susan Kotz Roswell, GA 
Tracy Leigh Baugher Liberty, SC •Tracy Lyn Kremper Bartow, FL 
Croslena Broadwater Aiken, SC Kelly Ann Lyons Hockessin, DE 
Tara-Lynn Brown Boynton Beach, FL Judy Lynn Mangin Middletown, NJ 
+ .. Lori Jane Butts Miami, FL Debbra Anita McQueen Cheraw, SC 
Jennifer Leigh Cameron Fort Lauderdale, FL Elizabeth Ann Medina Miami, FL 
Jeremy Paul Campbell Summerville, SC Robert Kent Newton Philadelphia, PA 
•Kelli Denise Cook Columbia, SC Patrick Joseph Nolan, Jr. Mt Pleasant, SC 
Emily Carole Courtney Fort Mill, SC •christina Margaret Odem Coral Springs, FL 
··Tracey Melinda Craig Kershaw, SC ••Amy Lynn Palmer Little River, SC 
·christie Marie Craven Greenville, SC +··Pamela Jo Paradzinski New Castle, VA 
Elizabeth Rachel Grudge Spring Valley, NY Christopher Van Parrish Spartanburg, SC 
•••Jennifer Elizabeth Curtis Clemson, SC Valerie Anne Patterson Garnett, SC 
Jeanette Marie Duffy Largo, FL Marcus Ferzell Pollock Irmo, SC 
··Jennifer Joyce Oyer Greenville, SC Linnea Britt Quarfordt Wilton, CT 
••Janet Lynne Edwards Columbia, SC Leslie Cathryn Rhoades Columbia, MD 
Steven Ralph Faia Swampscott, MA Melissa Dee Roma Williamsburg, VA 
Mary Michelle Fleming Alcolu, SC Richard Maxwell Sasnett IV Columbia, SC 
•Joy Deanne Freeman Westminster, SC Ashley Parrott Seastrunk Columbia, SC 
Rebecca Earle Garren Greenwood, SC Susan Lane Shearer Burke, VA 
Sarah Dalton Grant Swampscott, MA Jennifer Elaine Smith North Augusta, SC 
Michael Shane Gravley Easley, SC Heather Ree Southard Charleston, SC 
Renee Sue Hamelink Dunwoody, GA Kimberly Marie Sparacino Middletown, NJ 
Monica Genelle Hanna Florence, SC Jean Michelle Stratton Simpsonville, SC 
Leslie Diane Harrison Greenville, SC Michelle Christine Tirella Newton, MA 
Charles Kent Hartsell , Jr. Cross Anchor, SC Darryall Omar Whije North Charleston, SC 
Mary Welborn Hendrix Spartanburg, SC 
Sociology 
Heather Belote ~--------Mt Pleasant, SC Kristina Noelle McColm ______ ~.Mauldin, SC 
Walter M. Bortz V Clemson, SC Timothy Christien McPeak Clemson, SC 
·Eric Parrish Campbell Mauldin, SC Robert Kelly Mulvihill Colts Neck, NJ 
Tiffany Ann Camey Fort Lauderdale, FL Samuel Jason Nettles Pensacola, FL 
Pamela Ruth Crawford Brevard, NC Kristin Lee Nichols Naperville, IL 
•scott Allan Etheridge Greer, SC •Rebecca Elizabeth Owens Haymarket, VA 
Kimberly Elaine Graham Aberdeen, MD Tamara Michelle Powell Starr, SC 
·Ginger Kay Green Lynchburg, SC Diana Marie Rugh Falls Church, VA 
Elizabeth Hutto Harleyville, SC Timothy Andrew Senn Clemson, SC 
Martsney Synola Johnson Anderson, SC Mitchell E. Wells Columbia, SC 
Lea Ann Kinkead Bethel, CT Bridget Paulette Welsh Dunwoody, GA 
··Amy Lynn Klumas Sparta, NJ Robert Frank Whatley Ill North Augusta, SC 
•Tina Lynn Locatelli Coral Springs, FL 
DOUBLE MAJOR 
Economics and Political Science 
Jerry Keith Melton, Jr. Chesnee, SC 
English and Polltlcal Science 
Kurt Bulent Aktug _ _ ____ Surfside Beach, SC Teri Lynne Younginer _ ______ Greenville, SC 
French and Political Science 
Lawrence Edmund Swoboda _Baltimore, MD 
History and Political Science 
+ .. Joseph David Edwards ____ Myrtle Beach. SC Mikell Hayes Richards _______ Hampton, SC 
Cheryl Nicole Farah Rock Hill . SC 
History and Psychology 
Frank Earl Dedmon Aiken, SC 
History and Sociology 
+···Morgan Wade Alley ______ Charleston, SC Mark Kevin Roof ________ Georgetown, SC 
Philosophy and Polltlcal Science 
Jamey Bennett Johnson _______ Inman. SC ••Michelle Yvette Little ________ Conroe, TX 
Polltlcal Science and Sociology 
Lori Marie McPherson Fairfax, VA 
Political Science and Spanish 
John Herron Schrimpf Charleston, SC 
COLLEGE OF NURSING 
OPAL SHEPARD HIPPS, Dean 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Nursing 
·wendi Louise Aycock Gainesville, GA Barbara Erin Moore _______ Summerville, SC 
Suzanne Melissa Baily Walhalla, SC Sharon Marcelle Padgett Johnston, SC 
'Melina Amber Basinger ___ North Myrtle Beach, SC Jody Jarrett Phillips Anderson, SC 
Susan Elizabeth Beacham Greer, SC 'Michael Gaines Phillips Westminster, SC 
••catherine Hart Berg North Augusta. SC ... Catherine Eskridge Poe Greenville, SC 
Heather Lynn Bishop Ramsey, NJ Ramona Raffa-Long Greenville, SC 
... DeEtte Thompson Burton Anderson. SC ·Nicole Lee Reilly West Grove, PA 
Pattie Lynn Burton Abbeville , SC •Donna Marie Sacek Somerset, NJ 
Charlotte Marie Cartee Whitmire. SC Patricia Marie Schmidt Richmond, VA 
Sherri Link Cheek Anderson, SC Melanie Renee Sease Gilbert, SC 
Stefenie Hale Crouch Augusta, GA Shannon Grier Shuler Providence, SC 
Jonella Marcine Davis Shulerville, SC Kelsie Screnda Simpkins Edgefield, SC 
Lesley Marie Drake Piedmont, SC Kelly Lee Sliger Aiken, SC 
+··crystal Dawn Easler Spartanburg, SC Donna Faye Smith Woodruff, SC 
Rae Ann Feldner Columbus, GA Leslie Ann Soenen Easley, SC 
·Beverly Watkins Harris Seneca. SC •••Joan B. Sprague Greenville, SC 
•Betty Driver Herrin Greenville, SC ••Angela Nissen Stillmunkes Denison, 10 
·coretta Melissa Jenerette Hemingway, SC Brantlee Suzanne Thomas Lamar. SC 
'Julie Elizabeth Kinard Pelion , SC Jennifer Rebecca Thomas York, SC 
Judith Carole Lamb Sarasota, FL Larry Alan Todd Charleston, SC 
Rebecca Ann Lee Walhalla, SC Amiee Renea Turner Piedmont, SC 
Kristin Leigh McCoy Easley, SC Paula Jane Watt-Gilstrap Pickens, SC 
·Jerome Francis Mega, Jr. Anderson, SC Sabrina Rachel Webber Greenville, SC 
... Belsy Barnes Miller Beckley, WV 'Robbie Marie Wright Clinton, SC 
COLLEGE OF SCIENCES 
BOBBY GUINN WIXSON, Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Biological 
Andrea Claudia Birk..,.------- Spartanburg, SC 
Amy Elizabeth Coluci Mendon, MA 
Frederick Madison Dillard Spartanburg, SC 
Timothy Michael Grant Fort Lauderdale, FL 
Sciences 
Mary Elizabeth Marszal ______ Westminster, SC 
Shannon Leigh Plymale Palm City, FL 
Christopher John Saranko Plant City, FL 
Chemistry 
'Michelle Margaret Barnes ______ Conyers, GA James Gerald Christian, Jr. _____ Salisbury, MD 
Computer Science 
Scott Andrew Wellnitz High Point. NC 
Geology 
·Julia Anne Batchelor _____ Evans. GA 
Mathematical Sciences 
Dana Lorraine Arant ________ Lexinglon , SC "Kristie Lyn Klekotka ________ Bolton, CT 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Biochemistry 
+•Janet Marie Bauld_~ ______ Clemson, SC ·Kirsten Renee Jacobs ______ Delaware, OH 
Stephen Anthony Bowie, Jr. Easley, SC ... Eugene Gerald Johnson Walhalla, SC 
·shannon Joyce Clayton Campobello, SC Leslie Jarrott Moore Effingham, SC 
Unwana Amajak Eyo Orangeburg, SC James Alvin Nugent North Augusta, SC 
Andrew Scott Hall Pittsburgh, PA •Jodie Margaret Rich Myrtle Beach, SC 
+ .. Kim Marie Huffman Columbia, SC .. Marilee Kay Shelton Florence, SC 
Elizabeth Rachel Humphreys Florence, SC Jalina Kristine Sherbert Union, SC 
Robert A. Ivey Ill Pelion, SC ·Heather Christine Tynes Summerville, SC 
Blologlcal Sciences 
Heather Ann Bale ________ Columbia, SC Krista Ann Iuliucci _______ Milledgeville, GA 
•Elizabeth Ann Barilovits Mauldin, SC ·william Cleveland James Ill Columbia, SC 
Thomas Joseph Behr Succasunna, NJ Flynn Thomas Livingston Columbia, SC 
Todd Stuart Blevins North Augusta, SC •paula Jo Lowder North Myrtle Beach, SC 
.. Andrew Robertson Brant Shelby, NC Tyla Lynn Moss Springfield, VA 
.. Kirsten Elaine Brokamp Clearwater, FL Thomas William Nichols Colonial Heights, VA 
Richard Terry Caldwell II Pickens, SC David Bernard Palmer Columbia, SC 
Duncan Scott Campbell Mt Pleasant, SC Gregory Wilber Par1<s Anderson, SC 
·shannon Marie Colvin Columbia, SC Christian Alery Popp Charleston, SC 
Joe Hazel Craig, Jr. Winnsboro, SC Christopher Lee Robinson Greenville, SC 
Rebecca Docherty Florence, SC .. William Macon Sheppard Ill Orangeburg, SC 
Amy Carmela Feagin Summerville, SC David Lee Tate Stone Mountain, GA 
Joseph Hamilton Gable Columbia, SC Katrina Marie Tate Spartanburg, SC 
Lisa Michele Greer Westminster, SC John Alton Traynham Anderson, SC 
Andrew Wallace Gunter Charleston, SC .. Darby Webb Atlanta, GA 
Kenneth William Hance York, SC Carla Paulette Willis Abbeville, SC 
·Mark Christopher Helvie Belton, SC William David Young Blythewood, SC 
•Graham Lawrence Hill Cherry Hill, NJ 
Chemistry 
·craig Donald Bergwall _____ ___,,--Saginaw, Ml ·sheila Jan Eng . ,,------- North Myrtle Beach, SC 
Jack William Boozer Spartanburg, SC Wendy Ann Smith Ocoee, FL 
+ .. Amanda Lee Bulman Roebuck, SC 
Computer Information Systems 
Carolyn Townsend Batchler ______ Easley, SC Anthony Johnson Graham -----=Florence, SC 
•stephen Gregory Cottingim Mauldin, SC Julie Ann Marx Greenwood, IN 
Christopher Ellis Felkel Holly Hill, SC Thomas Chad McWhite Travelers Rest , SC 
Ann Marie Freudenstein Marietta, GA Richard Francis Murphy Ill Greenville, SC 
Stacey James Garner Gaffney, SC Christopher Randall Wolfe Gaffney, SC 
Computer 
Catherine Anne Abbott ______ Freehold, NJ 
Stephen Richard Board Cheraw, SC 
Russell James Broomfield Asheville, NC 
Jeffrey Andrew Burdette Westminster, SC 
+·Bobby Wayne Crawford Greenville, SC 
Mar1< Edwin Elbrecht Taylors, SC 
Ann Teresa Flory Morristown, NJ 
Katrina Monteze Fryar Ruffin, SC 
Mathematical 
Samuel Matthew Austin _____ Travelers Rest, SC 
·Tammi Michelle Boggs Pickens, SC 
Angela Denise Dawkins Anderson, SC 
+ .. Paige Ingram Long Laurens, SC 
•shannon Victoria Mitchum Summerville, SC 
.. Shannon Darlene Peak West Columbia, SC 
·Margaret Lee Power Columbia, SC 
Science 
Latonia Michele James ______ St Stephen, SC 
Angela Danette Jarrett Rosman, NC 
+ .. ·Darren Mar1< Jones Cliffside, NC 
David Edward Kerstiens North Augusta, SC 
Kenneth Robert McConnell Cairo, GA 
David James Owens Easley, SC 
Sharon Louise Strom Greenwood, SC 
+ .. Joseph Clarke Wall Dunwoody, GA 
Sciences 
Dawn M. Rego Sterling Heights, Ml 
+ .. William Augustus Reynolds, Jr. __ Edgefield, SC 
Mary Frances Stokes Greer, SC 
+"Lalla Elizabeth Stuart Greenwood, SC 
Pamela Lynne Teems Taylors, SC 
Jeffrey Allen Travis North Augusta , SC 
.. Sara Lee Wells Seneca, SC 
Microbiology 
•Jeffrey Neal Clary ________ ~Gaffney, SC Thomas Andrew Mercer _____ ~ __ Dover, DE 
Duane Elden Craddock Gray Court, SC Laurie Lea Straka Severna Par1<, MD 
•Brian Keith Few Taylors, SC Mia De'anka Taylor Columbia, SC 
Mar1< James Green Cape Coral, FL Due Hoang Tran Spartanburg, SC 
Stephenie Andrea Lloyd Aiken, SC Kesha Monique Venning Mt Pleasant, SC 
·Lewis Odelle Maddox North Augusta, SC + .. Nicole Marie Zirk Lake Geneva, WI 
Brandon Alexander Mann Varnville, SC 
Physics 
+ .. Heather Alison Elliott ____ Moncks Corner, SC Judy Lynn Mirick-------- Summerville, SC 
David Tanner McNorrill Aiken, SC 
Pre-Professional Studies 
Rose Cecelie Anton __ Hilton Head Island, SC 
·cum laude: A grade point ratio of 3.40 to 3.69 
""Magna cum laude : A grade point ratio of 3.70 to 3.89 
···summa cum laude: A grade point ratio of 3.90 to 4.00 
tSenior Departmental Honors: The students so designated have earned a B or better in the six to twelve credits of 
honors work at the upper division level in a program designed by their department. They have maintained a minimum 
GPR overall of 3.40. They appear in the line of march with an honors medallion on an orange and purple ribbon. 
Awards 
NORRIS MEDAL 
First awarded at Clemson University in 1908, the Norris Medal was estab-
lished under the terms of the will of the Honorable D. K. Norris, a life trustee 
of this institution. The medal is given each year to the graduating student, who, 
on the basis of exceptional scholastic achievement and leadership ability, is 
judged by the University Scholarships and Awards Committee to be the best 
all-around student. 
All winners of the Norris Medal have their names affixed to a bronze plaque 
mounted at the front entrance of Sikes Hall. 
WINNER OF THE NORRIS MEDAL FOR 1993 
LEWIS GREGORY COOK HORTON 
Mt. Pleasant, SC 
FACULTY SCHOLARSHIP AWARD 
Established at Clemson University in 1959, this award is made annually by 
the faculty of Clemson University to the member of the graduating class who 
has the highest scholastic achievement. All graduates who have completed the 
requirements for the bachelor's degree since the last commencement exercise 
and who have completed at Clemson at least 75 percent of the work required for 
graduation shall be eligible for consideration . 
All winners of the Faculty Scholarship Award have their names affixed to 
a bronze plaque mounted in the front entrance of Sikes Hall. 
WINNERS OF THE FACULTY SCHOLARSHIP AWARD FOR 1993 
MORGAN W. ALLEY 
Charleston, SC 
!RENE J. BEYERLEIN 
Clemson, SC 
RICHARD W. BORRY 
Taylors, SC 
NATHANIEL DAVID BRUCHEY 
Port Deposit, MD 
AMBER E. BUCKHIESTER 
Dahlonega, GA 
JENNIFER ELIZABETH CURTIS 
Clemson, SC 
ROBIN LINDA FRANKLIN 
Norcross, GA 
JASON CLINE HOLLIFIELD 
Bostic, NC 
JOLIE ANN LONG 
Westminster, SC 
DEREK RONALD MOORE 
Seneca, SC 
ROBIN DAL TON OWENS 
Taylors, SC 
ELIZABETH ANNE OWENSBY 
Spartanburg, SC 
MARY ELIZABETH PARKER 
Anderson, SC 
ALUMNI MASTER TEACHER AWARD 
This award is presented by the Clemson Alumni Association for distinguished 
achievements in classroom teaching. The faculty recipient is selected by the 
Student Alumni Council from nominations submitted by students. A bronze plaque 
is presented permanently to the recipient and the award carries with it a stipend 
of fifteen hundred dollars. 
WINNER OF THE ALUMNI MASTER TEACHER AWARD FOR 1993 
DR. WILLIAM LASSER 
HONORS MEDALLION 
Each graduate having earned Senior Departmental Honors will be wearing 
the Calhoun College Honors Medallion on an orange and purple ribbon. This 
medallion has been made possible by an Honors endowment established by Mrs. 
Katherine Inabinet Vickery of Columbia, South Carolina, to honor the memory of 
her husband and Clemson graduate, the late B. C. Inabinet. 
Historical Statement 
Clemson University is named for Thomas Green Clemson (1807-1888), who 
left the bulk of his estate to the State of South Carolina for the founding of the 
institution. 
Thomas Clemson was born in Philadelphia in 1807 and educated at the Royal 
School of Mines in Paris (1828-1832) . His early profession was that of a mining 
engineer; but circumstances diverted his interests into politics and the life of a 
southern planter, and he soon became an enthusiastic advocate of scientific agri-
culture. He had a career as a diplomat (charge d'affairs to Belgium, 1844-1852) 
and served as the first Superintendent of Agricultural Affairs in Washington (1860) . 
As a scientist he published numerous articles in the fields of mining, chemistry, 
and agriculture. His varied activities included his assistance in the founding of 
the Maryland Agricultural College, his support of the Morrill Act, his leadership 
in South Carolina after the Civil War, and his part in founding Clemson University. 
Thomas Clemson was the son-in-law of South Carolina's John C. Calhoun, 
a political figure of national importance during the first half of the nineteenth 
century. Mr. Calhoun's home, Fort Hill, is preserved on the Clemson Campus as 
a national shrine. 
The academic program at Clemson College began in 1893 with an enrollment 
of 446. The first "college prospectus" announced only two four-year curricula, 
supplemented by two two-year preparatory courses. Today the University has 
ten major academic units. These are the College of Agricultural Sciences, the 
College of Arch itecture, the College of Commerce and Industry, the College of 
Education, the College of Engineering, the College of Forest and Recreation 
Resources, the College of Liberal Arts, the College of Nursing, the College of 
Sciences, and the Graduate School. 
The institution is an accredited member of the Southern Association of Col-
leges and Schools; various curricula are accredited by the National Architectural 
Accrediting Board, National League for Nursing, Society of American Foresters, 
American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business, Accreditation Board for 
Engineering and Technology, and National Council for Accreditation of Teacher 
Education. 
Clemson is a land-grant institution. As such, it is engaged not only in its 
primary academic program, but does extensive research at the main campus 
and at five agricultural experiment stations located in the State. The University 
is also heavily committed to a varied program of public service, including the 
work of agricultural extension which has professional personnel located in each 
of the State's counties. 
CLEMSON ALMA MATER 
A. C. Corcoran, '19 
Where the Blue Ridge yawns its greatness, 
Where the Tigers play; 
Here the sons of dear old Clemson 
Reign supreme alway. 
Chorus 
Dear old Clemson, we will triumph 
And with all our might, 
That the Tiger's roar may echo 
O'er the mountain height. 
We will dream of great conquests, 
For our past is grand, 
And her sons have fought and conquered 
Every foreign land. 
Where the mountains smile in grandeur 
O'er the hill and dale. 
Here the Tiger lair is nestling 
Swept by storm and gale. 
We are brothers strong in manhood, 
For we work and strive; 
And our alma mater reigneth 
Ever in our lives. 
5/18/93 
